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I. INTRODUCTION
1. Pursuant to an order (the “Receivership Order”) of the Honourable Mr. Justice Cavanagh of the Ontario Superior
Court of Justice Commercial List (the "Court") dated October 29, 2020 (the “Date of Appointment”), BDO Canada
Limited (“BDO”) was appointed as receiver and manager (the “Receiver”) of all of the assets, properties and
undertakings (collectively, the “Property”) of 1854313 Ontario Limited1 (“DCC” or the “Company””) pursuant to
section 243 (1) of the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. B-3, as amended (the “BIA”) and section 101
of the Courts of Justice Act R.S.O 1990, c. C.43 as amended (the “CJA”). A copy of the Receivership Order is
attached hereto as Appendix “A”

II. PURPOSE OF REPORT
2. The purpose of this first report of the Receiver (the “First Report”) is to:
a) Provide this Court with certain information pertaining to the receivership, including:
(i) DCC’s background, current operations and certain facts leading up to the appointment of the Receiver;
(ii) Taking possession and control of the Property and DCC’s operations;
(iii) Other activities of the Receiver since the Date of Appointment;
(iv) Books and records related matters;
(v) Employee related matters;
(vi) Tenant related matters;
(vii) The realization of the DCC’s Property and the sales process (the “Sales Process”) recommended to be
undertaken by the Receiver in respect of the Property;
(viii) The Receiver’s counsels review of the security held by The Bank of Nova Scotia as lender (“BNS” or the
“Lender”) in respect of the Property;
(ix) The Receiver’s fees and disbursements and those of the Receiver’s legal counsel; and
(x) The Receivers’ interim statement of receipts and disbursements from the Date of Appointment to December
21, 2020.
b) Recommend that this Court make an Order:
(i) Approving this First Report including the actions and activities of the Receiver set out herein;

1

1854313 Ontario Limited owns the Premises (as defined below) and operated the Downton Chatham Centre
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(ii) Approving the Receiver’s proposed Sale Process set out herein;
(iii) Approving the Receivers’ statements of receipts and disbursements from the Date of Appointment to
December 21 , 2020;
(iv) Approving the fees and disbursements of the Receiver and those of the Receiver’s legal counsel;
(v) Directing Touchstone Group Inc. (“Touchstone”), Matthew Moyal (“Mr. Moyal”), DCC and Syed Bukahri
(“Mr. Bukahri”) to provide to the Receiver a full detailed accounting of receipts and disbursements made
in relation to the Property as well as any of DCC’s books and records in their possession; and
(vi) Directing Touchstone Group Inc. and Matthew Moyal to pay to the Receiver the sum of all monies collected
or earned from the Property following the appointment of the Receiver.

III. QUALIFICATIONS
3. In preparing this First Report, the Receiver has relied upon unaudited financial information, DCC’s books and records,
and other financial information provided to it by the Lender (collectively, the “Information”). The Receiver has reviewed
the Information for reasonableness, internal consistency, and use in the context in which it was provided, and in
consideration of the nature of the evidence provided to this Court, in relation to the relief sought therein. The Receiver
has not, however, audited or otherwise attempted to verify the accuracy or completeness of the Information in a manner
that would wholly or partially comply with Generally Accepted Auditing Standards (“GAAS”) pursuant to the Canadian
Institute of Chartered Accountants Handbook and, as such, the Receiver expresses no opinion or other form of
assurance contemplated under GAAS in respect of the Information. An examination of the Company’s financial
forecasts in accordance with the Chartered Professional Accountants of Canada Handbook has not been performed.
Future-oriented financial information reported on or relied upon in this First Report is based on management’s
assumptions regarding future events; actual results achieved may vary from forecast and such variations may be
material.
4. Unless otherwise noted, all monetary amounts contained in this First Report are expressed in Canadian dollars (“CAD”).

IV. BACKGROUND AND EVENTS LEADING TO THE APPOINTMENT OF THE RECEIVER
5. While this First Report summarizes certain of the information set out in the affidavit of Rocco Fabiano sworn October
26, 2020 (the “Fabiano Affidavit”) in support of the Receivership Order, for a more detailed explanation of the
Company’s background and events leading to the appointment of the Receiver, readers are directed to the Fabiano
Affidavit. A copy of the Fabiano Affidavit is posted on the Receiver’s website at http://www.bdo.ca/enca/extranets/DowntownChathamCentre (the “Receiver’s Website”).
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6. This First Report and all other court materials and orders issued and filed in these receivership proceedings are
available on the Receiver’s Website and will remain available for a period of six (6) months following the Receiver’s
discharge.
Company Overview & Corporate Structure
7. DCC is a privately-owned Ontario corporation which operates a two-story, ~250,000 square foot shopping centre
comprised of both retail and office space located at 100 King St. West, Chatham, Ontario (the “Premises”).
8. The shares of DCC are owned by 2642614 Ontario Inc. (“264”), a holding company owned by Mr. Bukhari.
9. In 2018, 264 purchased the shares of DCC from Touchstone, a company controlled by Mr. Moyal.
10. The Receiver understands that Touchstone purchased the shares of DCC from companies affiliated with Mr. Dan
Warrener (“Mr. Warrener”) in 2013.
Events Leading to Appointment of a Receiver & Causes of Insolvency
11. The Receiver understands that on or about August 1, 2020, Touchstone took possession of the Premises and control
of the operations of DCC and that (pursuant to the Fabiano Affidavit) BNS was advised by Mr. Moyal that he was
personally appointed as private receiver of the DCC on behalf of Touchstone (the “Touchstone Moyal Receiver”).
12. Mr. Moyal has advised the Receiver that Touchstone is a secured creditor of DCC. The Receiver has obtained a copy
of a mortgage document registered on title to the Premises, and a copy of a Notice of Sale Under Mortgage said to be
issued by Touchstone (the “Touchstone Mortgage”).
13. Additionally, the Receiver understands that the Lender was advised on or about October 20, 2020 that DCC’s insurance
policies were cancelled on July 15, 2020 due to a failure to remit outstanding monthly premiums and that the DCC had
been operating without insurance since that time, including during the period of time in which the Touchstone Moyal
Receiver was in occupation.
14. By October 26, 2020, DCC was in default of several terms of the various credit facilities with the Lender including:
a) There were payment arrears under the terms of the credit facilities;
b) There were outstanding municipal taxes owing;
c) The Property was uninsured; and
d) The appointment of the Touchstone Moyal Receiver as a private receiver over the Property.
15. As provided for in the Fabiano Affidavit, the Premises appeared to be generally in substandard condition and mostly
vacant.
16. As a result of the above, the Lender applied to the Court to seek the Order Appointing the Receiver.
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V. ACTIVITIES OF THE RECEIVER
Taking Possession and Control of the Property
17. As previously noted, DCC and/or the Touchstone Moyal Receiver did not have an active general liability insurance
policy (“Liability Insurance”) or property insurance policy (“Property Insurance”) as at the Date of Appointment.
18. Due to this lapse in the insurance coverage, Schedule “B” of the Receivership Order outlined additional safe guards
for the Receiver, including:
a) The Receiver shall not be deemed to be in possession of the Property until such time the Receiver takes care
and control of the Property, in the Receiver’s absolute discretion;
b) The Receiver shall not be obligated to go into possession of the Property until sufficient Liability Insurance can
be obtained in the Receiver’s absolute discretion;
c) When the Receiver takes control of the Property and goes into possession of same, the Receiver shall have
no liability for any damage to or on the Property, however incurred;
d) The Receiver shall have no obligations, nor liability with respect to the Property until the Receiver does take
care and control of the Property, with valid Property Insurance to the satisfaction the Receiver; and
e) The Receiver shall provide written notice to the service list upon its taking possession of the Property and on
the day that notice has been provided the Receiver will then be deemed to be in possession.
19. The Receivership Order also required that (at paragraph 5) that Touchstone and Mr. Moyal, “shall forthwith provide the
Receiver with a complete accounting…and remittance of any rent collected from tenants of [DCC]”.
20. The Receiver obtained sufficient Liability Insurance late on the afternoon of Friday, October 30, 2020 and at that time
proceeded to take possession and control of the Property (the “Date of Possession”); including but not limited to the
following actions:
a) Two (2) representatives of the Receiver attending the Premises;
b) Changing the Premises’ locks;
c) Taking control of DCC’s available books and records;
d) Notifying on-site security and alarm company representatives of the Receivership Order and the Receiver’s
contact details;
e) Freezing DCC’s bank accounts with the Royal Bank of Canada (“RBC”) and opening new bank accounts in the
name of the Receiver;
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f) Contacting DCC’s known employees to notify them of the Receivership Order, providing them with termination
notice of their employment with DCC and outlining that the Receiver will be entering into term and task contracts
with those persons still required by the Receiver to be engaged;
g) The Receiver also informed the former employees of their rights and entitlements under the provisions of the
Wage Earner Protection Program Act (“WEPPA”) and the limited priority granted to employee claims for wage
arrears in accordance with sections 81.3 or 81.4 of the BIA.
h) Notify in person all tenants (that were open) of the Receiver’s appointment, and provided a copy of the
Receivership Order and a letter advising the tenants of the appointment of the Receiver (the “Tenant Letter”).
The Tenant Letter outlined the appointment of the Receiver and the authority by which the appointment was
made, instructions for directing future rent payments to the Receiver and the requirement to provide the Receiver
with a current lease agreement and copies of historical rent payments. Additionally the Tenant Letter was sent
to all current tenants and past tenants on record via regular and registered mail (where possible). A sample
Tenant Letter copy (redacted) is attached hereto as Appendix “B”; and
i) Arranging for the continuation of all essential services, including utilities for the Premises.
21. The Receiver understands that DCC employed two (2) full time and four (4) part time staff to provide custodial and
maintenance services (the “Former Employees”).
22. The Receiver understands the property manager operated as an independent contractor (the “Former Property
Manager”).
23. The Receiver through its counsel, Harrison Pensa LLP (“Harrison Pensa” or the “Receiver’s Counsel”) provided
notice to the service list on November 3, 2020 of the Receiver taking possession of the property. A copy of this notice
is attached hereto as Appendix “C”.
Other Receiver’s Activities since the Date of Appointment
24. Since the Date of Appointment, the Receiver has also performed the following activities:
a) Obtaining insurance and taking possession of the Property as outline above;
b) Mailing, on November 5, 2020, a copy of the notice and statement of the Receiver pursuant to sections 245(1)
and 246(1) of the BIA to the Office of the Superintendent of Bankruptcy (the “OSB”) and the Company’s known
creditors;
c) Attempting to recreate the Company’s current books and records including but not limited to: obtaining current
leases, creating the associated rent-roll, obtaining utilities accounts, creating DCC”s operating budget and,
outstanding trade vendors amounts;
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d) Engaging the two (2) full-time and three (3) part-time former employees as independent contractors to maintain
the custodial and maintenance requirement of the DCC (the “Contractors”);
e) Engaging Paragon Property Management & Maintenance (“Paragon” or the “Property Manager”) as DCC’s
property manager to manage the day-to-day operations of the Premises;
f) Engaging Colliers International Niagara Ltd. (“Colliers”) to estimate the current market value, liquidation value
and certain other valuations of the Property (the “Colliers Appraisal”). As of the date of this First Report, the
Receiver is in the process of obtaining a second appraisal to understand the current market value and liquidation
value of the Property;
g) Engaging Pinchin Ltd. (“Pinchin”) to conduct a baseline property condition assessment (“BPCA”) to assess
visible deficiencies in relation to the Premises;
h) Engaging Onyx-Fire Protection Services Inc. (“Onyx”) to conduct DCC’s annual fire inspection. The fire
inspection report highlighted a number of deficiencies which Onyx was then engaged to address to comply with
fire and building codes;
i) Arranging for the repair and maintenance of immediate safety concerns or other dangers associated with the
condition of the Premises, including but not limited; snow removal, asphalt repairs, heating unit repair, boiler
repair and, freight-elevator repairs;
j) Engaging in discussions with representatives of a local business syndicate which included the former DCC
owner, Mr. Warrener (the “Chatham Syndicate”) who introduced the Receiver to representatives of the
Municipality of Chatham-Kent (the “City”) and indicated that they were interested in presenting the Receiver
with an unsolicited offer to purchase the Property. The Chatham Syndicate notified the Receiver on December
15, 2020 that they would not presenting an offer that this time and would wait for the Receiver’s Sale Process
(as described below) to begin;
k) Engaging in discussions with representatives of the City regarding zoning, redevelopment program; and other
items in relation to the Premises;
l) Various communication and discussions with the DCC’s current and former tenants regarding outstanding rental
payments, payment history, lease terms, government rental rebate programs; rental concessions and rental
deferral agreements;
m) Contacting Canada Revenue Agency (“CRA”) to set up a new HST account in the name of the Receiver;
n) Responding to calls and enquiries from the Company’s creditors, including former employees, suppliers and
other stakeholders;
o) On-going communication with the Lender and its counsel in connection with various aspects of the receivership;
9
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p) On-going communication with Touchstone and Mr. Moyal in connection with various aspects of the receivership.
These communications and discussions are described in great detail below;
q) Various correspondence with Mr. Bukhari;
r) Planning and implementation of the Sales Process; and,
s) Preparing this First Report.

VI. BOOKS AND RECORDS
25. The Receiver was able only able to recover hard copies of the Company’s books and records that related to 2017.
It appears that all current books and records, including electronic copies and the associated hardware (the
“Records”) have been previously removed from the Premises.
26. The Receiver has formally requested the return of the Records from Touchstone, Mr. Moyal and Mr. Bukhari. Mr.
Moyal, Touchstone and Mr. Bukhari have advised the Receiver that they are not in possession of any of DCC’s
Records.
27. The Receiver has also requested the return of the Records from the Former Property Manager who has advised the
Receiver that they were are also not in possession of any DCC’s Records. It was noted by this individual that they
believed the Records were removed and destroyed by Mr. Bukhari.
28. The location of the Records remain unknown to the Receiver as of the date of this First Report. The Receiver
continues to attempt to locate the Records and as a result of having no Records has been required to reconstruct the
Company’s books and records.

VII. EMPLOYEE MATTERS
29. At the Date of Possession, the Receiver identified that there were potentially seven (7) staff working at the Premises
on a continuous basis. There were two (2) staff whom were “full-time”, four (4) staff whom were “part-time” and the
contracted property manager.
30. The Receiver met with these seven (7) staff members. Six (6) staff members identified themselves as employees of
DCC and one (1) staff member identified themselves as an independent contractor engaged by the Touchstone Moyal
Receiver.
a) The Receiver advised the Former Employees they were terminated effective October 30, 2020 when the
Receiver took possession of the Property.
b) The Receiver understands that the Former Property Manager’s contract was terminated by the Touchstone
Moyal Receiver prior to Date of Appointment. Being the only “on-site” mind and management of the
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Company, the Receiver utilized the services of the Former Property Manager during the early days of the
receivership to assist the Receiver in efficiently gathering information and gaining control of DCC’s
operations. The Receiver notified the Former Property Manager that their services would no longer be
required on November 3, 2020.
31. The Receiver offered to retain the continued services of the Former Employees under term and task contracts. Five
(5) of the six (6) former employees entered into term and task contracts to provide services to the Receiver as
independent contractors.
32. Upon further discussion with the Former Employees, it was unclear if the Former Employees were actually employees
at the Date of Possession. The Former Employees identified that they had continued to work at the Premises under
the direction of the Touchstone Moyal Receiver. They further noted that payroll deductions had not been withheld
from their bi-weekly payments (as would be required of employees) since the appointment of the Touchstone Moyal
Receiver and had never received formal notice of termination or a contract from the Touchstone Moyal Receiver,
either verbally or in writing.
33. The Touchstone Moyal Receiver indicated to the Receiver that the Former Employees were independent contractors
during the period when they were in possession of the Property. The Touchstone Moyal Receiver did not provide
any further details surrounding the termination of the Former Employees prior to them being hired as independent
contractors.
34. The termination of the Former Employees should have resulted in records of employment (“ROEs”) and T4-tax slips
being issued, as well as potentially other government programs such as the wage earner protection program. The
Receiver understands that these requirements never occurred and given the state of the Company’s Records, the
Receiver believes that it does not have sufficient information to accurately complete them.
35. The Receiver is preparing the employee information necessary to submit under WEPPA. The WEPPA submission
will include the termination and severance pay not paid by the Touchstone Moyal Receiver as previously discussed.

VIII. TENANT MATTERS
Rent Collections
36. At the Date of Possession, the Receiver advised all active tenants at the Premises through the Tenant Letters of the
appointment of the Receiver and the requirement to forward all rents for November 2020 onwards to the Receiver.
37. Given the notification was provided on October 30, 2020, the final Friday of the month, the Receiver understood that
there was a possibility that certain of the November 2020 rents and potentially certain December 2020 rents would
be collected by the Touchstone Moyal Receiver.
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38. The Receiver understands that six (6) tenants for November (including a November 15th, 2020 post-dated cheque)
totaling $42,507.55 (inclusive of HST) and one (1) tenant for December (pre-authorized deposit) for $15,347.54
(inclusive of HST) paid Touchstone for a total of $57,855.09. The monies were properly payable to the Receiver.
a) The six tenants whose November 2020 rents were collected by Touchstone were: Goodlife Fitness Inc., Dr.
Charlie Hamm, Koodo Mobile, Charm Jewellery (Ontario) Ltd., Dollarama and 2143436 Ontario Limited (o/a
Fintech).
39. As further outlined in the Touchstone section below, the Receiver has formally requested that Touchstone turn these
rents over to the Receiver as these funds relate to November/December DCC operations and the associated
expenses to maintain the Premises and DCC’s operations. As of the date of this First Report, no funds have been
received from Touchstone.
Rent Overpayment
40. A tenant has advised they entered into an amended lease agreement on June 15, 2020 that resulted in a reduction
to the standard monthly rent. The amended rent was effective July 1, 2020. Between the months of May 2020 to
July 2020, the tenant made an overpayment of the required rent during that timeframe, resulting in a $1,726.38 credit
on their account (the “Rent Overpayment”). During the period when the Touchstone Moyal Receiver was in
possession of the Property, the Touchstone Moyal Receiver did not provide credit for this amount to the tenant and
collected the standard amount of monthly rent. At the Date of Appointment, the credit remained on the tenant’s
account and the tenant has asked the Receiver how this credit will be applied. In the event that this credit reduces
the rent collected by the Receiver, the Receiver will look to the Touchstone Moyal Receiver for the shortfall.
Reduced Rent & COVID-19 Rental Subsidies
41. Ten (10) tenants have advised the Receiver of rent reduction/deferral/abatement arrangements negotiated with the
Touchstone Moyal Receiver. The Receiver has identified eight (8) rent reduction agreements (the “CECRA
Tenants”) based on an application under the Canada Emergency Commercial Rent Assistance program (the
“CECRA”), one (1) rental deferral agreement and one (1) other rent reduction based on other negotiations, noting
that two (2) of the CECRA tenants were no longer tenants of DCC as at the Date of Appointment.
42. The CECRA provides that landlords in Ontario will be paid amounts from the Canada Mortgage and Housing
Corporation (“CMHC”), which are required to be used to reduce the rents of applicable tenants. The deadline for
applying to the CECRA was September 30, 2020 and we understand that applications are no longer being accepted
and/or that the subsidy program may have changed.
43. The Receiver has confirmed with CMHC that an application was submitted by the Touchstone Moyal Receiver for the
CECRA and funds in the amount of $71,529.19 (equivalent to the maximum six-months of funding available under
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the CECRA) were paid to the Touchstone Moyal Receiver on October 16, 2020. CECRA could not confirm at this
time where the payment was directed, but advises the amount would have been paid wherever directed in the
application submitted by the Touchstone Moyal Receiver.
It is the Receiver’s understanding, that in accordance with the terms of the CECRA, any amounts received for
the tenants that left the Premises must be returned to the CMHC immediately.
44. The current months to which the CECRA funding relates are April 2020 through September 2020, as confirmed by
CMHC. It is also the Receiver’s understanding that no CECRA Tenants have been reimbursed from the Touchstone
Moyal Receiver for this rent subsidy. As a result, the CECRA Tenants have not benefited from the CECRA funds
received by the Touchstone Moyal Receiver.
45. The Receiver did formally request details regarding the CECRA program from Touchstone, but was not provided with
a sufficient response including but not limited to, if the application was submitted, what tenants participated in this
program and if any funds had been received from the government and/or one of its crown corporations. As outlined
the Receiver was left to attempt to ascertain these facts from the CECRA Tenants and the CMHC.
Garnished Rent
46. The Receiver became aware following the Date of Appointment that in early 2020, certain tenants had been paying
amounts directly to the Sheriff of the City of Hamilton pursuant to a garnishment (certain March and April rents), (the
“Garnishment”) issued by CWB National Leasing Inc. (“CWB National”). The Garnishment was the result of an
action brought against DCC, and judgement obtained by CWB National. Certain of these tenants further noted that
rents paid under the Garnishment were later returned to them by the Sheriff (late summer 2020), and that these rents
were later paid to the Touchstone Moyal Receiver.
Prepaid Rent
47. The Receiver has identified that DCC has an agreement to rent a portion of the roof space of the Premises to a tenant
for the purpose of installing solar panels (the “Solar Panel Lease”). The Solar Panel Lease was originally
commenced during the ownership of the Premises when Mr. Warrener was the principal of DCC, in May 2014. The
terms of the lease specified the lease would commence and rent would become payable at the time the equipment
was connected to an electricity grid, defined as the Commercial Operation Date in the Solar Panel Lease. The
Commercial Operation Date occurred during the ownership of the Premises by Touchstone in April 2017.
48. Under the terms of the Solar Panel Lease, the entire amount of rent under the specified term is to be paid upfront
rather than monthly installments. The Solar Panel Lease has a 20 year term commencing on the Commercial
Operation Date and the total amount of rent under the lease is $452,000.00 (inclusive of applicable taxes).
Touchstone elected the option to receive the entire amount of the Solar Panel Lease upfront. The amount of
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$452,000.00 was paid directly to Touchstone (not DCC) per an agreement between Touchstone and the tenant. As
such, the entire amount of the tenant’s rent under to the Solar Panel Lease has been prepaid and there is no ongoing
monthly rent owing.

IX. TOUCHSTONE MATTERS
The Touchstone Moyal Receiver
49. Receiver’s Counsel has had extensive and ongoing correspondence with Mr. Moyal, including the following:
a) Receiver’s Counsel e-mails dated November 3 and November 5, 2020, seeking an accounting, records and
the delivery of property, along with the payment of rent collected by the Touchstone Moyal Receiver following
October 29, 2020, and a copy of these e-mails and Mr. Moyal’s response are attached hereto as Appendix
“D”;
b) Receiver’s Counsel e-mails dated November 5 and November 6, 2020, wherein Mr. Moyal requested leases
that the Receiver received from the Lender and the status of a former employee and Receiver’s Counsel
response, and a copy of these e-mails are attached hereto as Appendix “E”;
c) Receiver’s Counsel e-mail dated November 11, 2020, wherein Receiver’s Counsel advised Mr. Moyal that
rent collected for November 2020 was payable to the Receiver and that the Receiver was continuing to
request document production and an accounting from the Touchstone Moyal Receiver. A copy of these emails and Mr. Moyal’s response are attached hereto as Appendix “F”;
d) Receiver’s Counsel e-mail dated November 16, 2020, wherein Receiver’s Counsel responded to the
accounting provided by the Touchstone Moyal Receiver and requested a more fulsome accounting, and a
copy of this e-mail is attached hereto as Appendix “G”;
e) Mr. Moyal’s e-mail of November 16, 2020, where he responds to requests made regarding the Touchstone
Moyal Receiver, and confirms that Touchstone was a “mortgagee in possession”, and requests a copy of
the insurance policy of the Property, and a copy of this e-mail is attached hereto as Appendix “H”;
f)

Receiver’s Counsel letter dated November 19, 2020, detailing:
(i)

The Receiver’s requests for an accounting;

(ii)

The Receiver’s position that the rent collected for November, 2020 is due;

(iii)

The Receiver’s advice as to a Sales Process, and its refusal to grant Touchstone a right of
first refusal; and

(iv)

Issues on the Solar Panel Lease.

A copy of this letter is attached hereto as Appendix “I”;
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g) On November 23, 2020, Receiver’s Counsel did e-mail evidence of insurance to Mr. Moyal; and
h) Receiver’s Counsel e-mail dated December 8, 2020, wherein the Receiver provided a copy of Pinchin BPCA
and a report with respect to the administration of the estate, and a copy of this e-mail is attached hereto as
Appendix “J”.
50. Mr. Moyal has provided a limited summary statement of financial activities during the time of the Touchstone Moyal
Receiver’s possession of the Property as well as copies of certain disbursement invoices related to same. The
Receiver has requested more detailed information from the Touchstone Moyal Receiver in order to understand the
receipts and disbursements made by the Touchstone Moyal Receiver during the course of its appointment. The
Receiver has not been provided with this information.
51. Based on discussion with suppliers as well as invoices obtained by the Receiver, it appears there are unpaid
amounts outstanding for the period in which the Touchstone Moyal Receiver was in possession of the Property.
One creditor has been advised by the Touchstone Moyal Receiver that all outstanding invoices should be directed
to the Receiver regardless if the services were rendered during the time the Touchstone Moyal Receiver was in
possession of the Property. The Receiver will not pay for services rendered prior to the Date of Appointment. The
Receiver is unaware of the nature of the Touchstone Moyal Receiver’s appointment under the security instrument
of Touchstone and the liability, if any, of the Touchstone Moyal Receiver for any unpaid charges during the time of
their possession of the Property.
52. The Receiver respectfully requests an Order be issued to direct the Touchstone Moyal Receiver to provide detailed
records of the activities of the Touchstone Moyal Receiver during the time the Touchstone Moyal Receiver was in
possession of the Property to the Receiver. This would include both financial and non-financial data whether in
physical or electronic format. As part of the relief being sought, the Receiver requests that Touchstone and the
Touchstone Moyal Receiver be directed to provide any books and records of DCC in their possession to the
Receiver.

X. REALIZATION PROCESS
Accounts Receivable
53. Given the limited books and records available concerning current business operations, the Receiver requested all
tenants provide proof of rental payment for the twelve (12) months prior to the Date of Possession. To date, the
Receiver has identified two (2) tenants with arrears rent balances of $15,384.66 in aggregate (inclusive of HST), of
which the Receiver has collected $12,139.78.
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Sales Process
54. The Receiver, with the assistance of BDO Canada Transaction Advisory Services Inc. (“BDO Corporate Finance”),
has prepared a tender-type sale process to solicit offers over an anticipated 8 to 10 week period with all offers due
by the Bid Deadline (defined below), including a marketing period of no less than 6 weeks. The proposed sale
process for the Property (the “Sale Process”) represents a public and transparent process under which potential
purchasers will be marketed to and given the opportunity to provide offers. The Sale Process will balance the need
to complete a sale in a reasonable time with the desire to adequately expose the Property to the marketplace to
maximize recovery for the stakeholders.
55. The Receiver will also engage the services of a licensed real estate broker to assist with the marketing and sale of
the Property. To that end, the Receiver will be soliciting listing proposals from several commercial realty brokerages
regarding a proposed marketing and sales process.
56. Summarized in the table below are the key aspects of the Sales Process:
Term / Event
Property offered for
sale

Solicitation

Description
 Personal property.



The Premises.



Operations.



Creation of a confidential information memorandum (“CIM”) and/or
information transaction teaser (“Teaser”) based on the available DCC
books and records.



Notification of sale placed in the Globe & Mail and/or another national
news publication.



Notification of potential interested parties pursuant to market research
performed by BDO Corporate Finance.



Listing on website of a real estate broker.



Notice of the Sales Process on the multiple listing service (“MLS”)
systems for southern Ontario.

Due Diligence



Interested parties shall be required to execute a non-disclosure
agreement (“NDA”) and return it to BDO in order to gain access to
confidential information maintained in a data room.



The Receiver does not have complete current books and records to
provide to interested parties. The Receiver will provide the books and
records available to the Receiver for the purpose of interested parties’ due
diligence procedures.
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Term / Event

Description
 Potential purchasers will be required to submit their offer using a template

Asset Purchase Agreement (a “Bid”).
Bid Deadline

March 15, 2021 (the “Bid Deadline”).

Court Approval

All sale transactions will be subject to Court approval.

Material Bid
Requirements

Deposit – a refundable deposit of 10% of the purchase price is required to be

submitted to the Receiver with each Bid.
Closing Date – no earlier than 10 business days after Court approval.

Receiver’s
Reservation of
Rights

The Bid process will not be a tender. The Receiver reserves the right in its

reasonable discretion to, among other things:


waive strict compliance with any one or more of the Bid requirements set
out in the sale process;



extend any deadline set forth in the sale process;



reject any or all Bids;



not be bound to accept the highest or any Bid; and



adopt such ancillary and procedural rules not otherwise set out in the sale
process.

57. The Receiver has been approached by several interested parties prior to the commencement of the Sales Process
and will provide those contacts and their details to BDO Corporate Finance. Additionally, the City has offered to
provide a list of local business owners to the Receiver that they feel may be a good fit for the purchase of the Property.
58. Mr. Moyal and Touchstone have requested that Touchstone be granted a right of first referral to purchase the
Property. By way of e-mail dated December 8, 2020, the Receiver’s counsel advised Mr. Moyal “The Receiver sees
a right of first refusal as detrimental to a sales process. Neither of Touchstone nor BNS, by virtue of security held,
have a contractual or other right of first refusal (also no additional consideration has been provided for that right). The
Receiver wishes to see a sales process that maximizes the ultimate return to the estate and results in the highest
price of the mall. It is the Receiver’s opinion that granting a blanket right of first refusal to Touchstone will negatively
affect the sales process as the Receiver will be required to notify the Court and potential buyers of the right granted.
Touchstone is free to make an offer to the Receiver to buy the mall within the defined and Court approved sales
process.”
59. Further, the Receiver is uncertain how the Covid-19 Pandemic will effect the Sale Process, access to the Premises
and the market in general. The Sales Process may be impacted, and the above dates and may have to be altered.
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Real Estate Appraisals
60. The Receiver has engaged the services of a professional real estate appraisal firm, Colliers, to prepare a real estate
appraisal for the Property. The Receiver anticipates receipt of the appraisal in or around the beginning of January
2021. Additionally, the Receiver is in the process of commissioning a second appraisal.
61. The purpose of the real estate appraisal is to provide the Receiver with professional guidance with respect to the
estimated valuations of DCC under various realization scenarios. This information will be used by the Receiver to
assist in assessing the offers received in the Sales Process.

XI. CREDITORS
Secured Claims
62. DCC is party to a security agreement (the “Security Agreement”) granted in favour of BNS dated November 10,
2019, a collateral mortgage (the “BNS Mortgage”) granted in favour of BNS dated November 18, 2019 and an
assignment of rents granted in favour of BNS dated November 18, 2019 (collectively, the “Loan Documents”).
According to the Lender’s records, at the Date of Appointment, the amount owing to BNS in respect of the Loan
Documents was approximately $14.0 million (inclusive of principal and accrued interest).
63. The Receiver has obtained an independent, written legal opinion from Harrison Pensa with respect to the validity and
enforceability of the security granted by DCC in favour of BNS under the laws of the Province of Ontario (“Ontario
Law”).

Harrison Pensa has reviewed certain security documents and, subject to customary qualifications,

assumptions and limitations included therein, is of the opinion that the security granted by DCC in favour of the Lender
under Ontario Law is valid and enforceable in accordance with its terms. A copy of this opinion is attached hereto as
Appendix “K”.
64. The Receiver has, through its counsel, obtained relevant real property registration search results in Ontario. In
addition to registrations in favour of BNS, those searches revealed the following registrations:
a) Touchstone in the amount of approximately $4.0 million, registered November 27, 2019. As of the date of
this First Report, the Receiver has not obtained an independent opinion with respect to the validity and
enforceability of the security granted by DCC in favour of Touchstone.
b) Enercare Home and Commercial Service Inc. in the amount of approx. $35,000, registered on June 29,
2020. This registration relates to a rented rooftop heating unit installed at the Premises; and
c) Kone Inc. in the amount of approximately $24,000, registered on August 6, 2020. This registration is a
perfected construction lien concerning the lifting devices (elevators and escalators) at the Premises.
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Priority Claims
65. The Lender’s security is subject to prior charges and security interests or claims in respect of the Property, which
include:
a) The Receiver’s Charge2;
b) The Receiver’s Borrowing Charge3;
c) Potential Deemed trust claims;
d) Potential Statutory claims pursuant to the BIA (the “BIA Claims”); and
e) Outstanding municipal taxes of the Municipality of Chatham-Kent (“Municipal Taxes”)
Receiver’s Charge
66. Paragraph 19 of the Receivership Order provided a first priority charge on the Property for the Receiver’s fees and
costs and those of the Receiver’s Counsel in priority to all other security interest, trusts, liens, charges and
encumbrances.
Receiver’s Borrowing Charge
67. Pursuant to paragraph 22 of the Receivership Order, the Receiver is authorized to borrow up to $750,000, as it
considered necessary or desirable. As of the date of this First Report, the Receiver has made/requested borrowings
of $450,000, as evidenced by a Receiver’s Certificate.
Deemed Trust Claims
68. As previously noted, due to the absence of DCC’s books and records and the Touchstone Moyal Receiver’s
occupation of DCC and the Premises, the Receiver is unable to verify outstanding balances owing to CRA in
connection with source deductions withheld from the Former Employees. CRA has not yet conducted its payroll audit
or provided a reconciliation of source deduction remittances to the Receiver.
69. The Receiver has confirmed with CRA that there is an outstanding balance of $1,361.25 owing with respect to sales
taxes / HST. The Receiver has further confirmed that there are outstanding sales tax filings for the period April 1,
2020 to the Date of Appointment. A part of this period relates to the period when the Touchstone Moyal Receiver
was in possession of the Property. The Receiver has not received confirmation from the Touchstone Moyal Receiver
that any sales tax collected by the Touchstone Moyal Receiver has been remitted to CRA. Similarly, certain of the
outstanding sales tax filings period reflects the period when DCC was in possession of the property, prior to the Date

2
3

As defined under the Receivership Order
As defined under the Receivership Order
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of Appointment. The Receiver has not located the books and records of the Company and as a result cannot file the
outstanding sales tax returns for this period.
70. As such, the Receiver is not aware of any amounts that would be subject to a deemed trust in favour of CRA but will
verify once additional information with CRA concerning same.
BIA Claims
71. The Receiver is not aware of any outstanding wages and/or vacation pay to which Former Employees were entitled
up to the Date of Appointment. Accordingly, the Receiver is not aware of any amounts owing to the Former
Employees that would have priority over the Lender, pursuant to section 81.4 of the BIA.
72. The Receiver understands that DCC did not provide a registered pension plan for its employees. Accordingly, the
Receiver is not aware of any amounts owing to Former Employees pursuant to section 81.6 of the BIA.
Municipal Taxes
73. The Receiver has identified outstanding Municipal Taxes in the amount of $372,308.92 ($357,596.76 in municipal
taxes plus interest of $14,712.16) owing for the 2020 calendar year.
Unsecured Claims
74. The Receiver has not located books and records of DCC to accurately assess the potential unsecured claims owed
by DCC. The Receiver continues to compile this information as it become available.

XII. PROFESSIONAL FEES
75. Paragraph 18 of the Receivership Order provided a first priority charge on the Assets for the Receiver’s fees and
costs and those of the Receiver’s Counsel in priority to all other security interest, trusts, liens, charges and
encumbrances.
76. The Receiver and the Receiver’s Counsel have maintained detailed records of their professional time and
disbursements since the Date of Appointment.
77. The Receiver’s professional fees incurred for services rendered from October 22, 2020 to November 30, 2020 amount
to $151,783.75, plus disbursements in the amount of $2,448.65 (exclusive of applicable taxes). These amounts
represent professional fees and disbursements not yet approved by the Court. The time spent by the Receiver’s
professionals is detailed in Appendix “L”. The Receiver is requesting that the Court approve its total fees and
disbursements, inclusive of applicable taxes, in the amount of $174,282.61.
78. The fees of the Receiver’s Counsel, Harrison Pensa, for services rendered from the October 23, 2020 to November
30, 2020 total $13,060.44, plus disbursements in the amount of $784.43 (exclusive of applicable taxes). These
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amounts represent professional fees and disbursements not yet approved by the Court. The time spent by the
Harrison Pensa professionals is detailed in Appendix “M”. The Receiver is requesting that the Court approve the
Receiver’s Counsel’s total fees and disbursements, inclusive of taxes, in the amount of $15,635.25 (inclusive of
applicable taxes).
79. The Receiver has reviewed Harrison Pensa’s accounts and has determined that the services have been duly
authorized and duly rendered and that the charges are reasonable given the circumstances.

XIII. RECEIVER’S STATEMENTS OF RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS
80. The Receiver’s statement of receipts and disbursements for the period from the Date of Appointment to December
21, 2020 (the “R&D”) is summarized as follows:
1854313 Ontario Limited (o/a Downtown Chatham Centre)
Interim Statement of Receipts and Disbursements
For the period October 29, 2020 to December 21, 2020

Receipts
Receiver's borrowing certificates
Accounts receivable collections
Rent collections
HST collected from rent
Total receipts
Disbursements
Insurance
Repairs and maintenance
Security
Staff contractors
HST paid
Appraisal fees
Supplies
Bank charges
Filing fees
Excess Receipts over Disbursements

[1] $
[2]
$
$

$
$

175,000.00
12,139.78
62,868.43
8,671.12
258,679.33
109,999.28
30,348.00
23,235.10
21,267.27
8,929.80
6,450.00
1,171.94
79.00
71.54
201,551.93
57,127.40

Notes:
[1] The Receiver is anticipating the receipt of a further $275,000 from Receiver's borrowing certificates shortly.
[2] The Receiver has additional, post-dated cheques which have not yet been deposited in the amount of $3,244.89.
[3] There are Receiver fees and costs and Receiver's legal fees outstanding in the amount of $189,917.86.
These amounts are anticipated to be paid shortly.

a) As detailed in the table above, the Receiver had total receipts of $258,679.33 between the Date of Appointment
and December 21, 2020, the majority of which relate to the Receiver’s borrowing certificates and the collection of
tenant rents. Total disbursements over the same period were $201,551.93, the majority of which relate to insurance,
repairs and maintenance and other DCC operating expenses.
b) As stated in the notes, the R&D does not include accrued receipts or disbursements. There are significant costs
for which the Receiver has not yet issued payment as at December 21, 2020, including repairs and maintenance
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costs, other ongoing operating costs and professional fees of the Receiver and the Receiver’s Counsel.
Additionally, the Receiver has requested an additional $275,000 in borrowings via Receiver Certificate which funds
were in transit as of the date of the First Report. The Receiver will report these costs through an updated R&D once
paid.

XIV. RECOMMENDATIONS
81. Based on the foregoing, the Receiver respectfully recommends that the Court issue an order(s):
(a) Approving the First Report and the actions, activities and conduct of Receiver set out therein;
(b) Approving the Sale Process proposed by the Receiver;
(c) Approving the Receivers’ statements of receipts and disbursements from the Date of Appointment to December 21,
2020;
(d) Approving the accounts of the Receiver and its counsel, Harrison Pensa, as set out in this First Report;
(e) Require Touchstone and the Touchstone Moyal Receiver to provide a full detailed accounting of receipt and
disbursements in relation to the Property as well as provide the Receiver with all books and records concerning the
Property;
(f) Require Mr. Bukhari to provide to the Receiver all books and records concerning the Property; and
(g) Directing Touchstone Group Inc. and Matthew Moyal pay to the Receiver the sum of all monies collected or
earned from the Property following October 29, 2020.
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All of which is respectfully submitted on the 22nd day of December, 2020.
BDO Canada Limited
in its capacity as Court-Appointed Receiver of
1854313 Ontario Limited (o/a Downtown Chatham Centre)
and not in its personal or corporate capacity

__________________________________
Clark Lonergan, CPA, CA, CIRP, LIT
Senior Vice-President
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Tel: 416 775 7829
Fax: 416 865 0904
www.bdo.ca

BDO Canada Limited
20 Wellington Street E. Suite 500
Toronto, ON M5E 1C5 Canada

October 30, 2020
SENT VIA Hand delivered

NOTICE TO TENANT of 1854313 Ontario Limited o/a the Downtown Chatham Centre

Dear Sirs and/or Mesdames,
RE:

The Downtown Chatham Centre, in Receivership

Please be advised that on October 29, 2020, BDO Canada Limited was appointed as the Receiver
(the “Receiver”) over 1854313 Ontario Limited. (the “ o/a the Downtown Chatham Centre (the
“Company”), which owns the property located at 100 King Street West, Chatham, ON (the
“Premises”) by Order of the Ontario Superior Court of Justice (the “Receivership Order”). Please
find enclosed a copy of the Receivership Order for your records.
Pursuant to the Receivership Order, the Receiver is empowered to manage, operate and carry-on
the business of the Company and to receive and collect all rents now owed or hereinafter owing to
the Company with respect to the Premises. As such, the Receiver requests that all future payments
of rent be made directly to the Receiver. Payment may be made by way of wire transfer or certified
cheques (or bank draft) using the payment details attached to this letter.
Additionally, pursuant to the Receivership Order, the Receiver requests that you provide us with a
copy of your existing lease with the Company for the Premises and a proof of rent payments for
the last twelve (12) months. Please forward a copy of the lease and proof of rent payments to Mr.
Adam Boettger at aboettger@bdo.ca
Should you have any questions or concerns with regards to the above matter, please contact Mr.
Adam Boettger by email, at aboettger@bdo.ca, or by phone, at (905) 633-4926.
Yours very truly,
BDO Canada Limited
In its capacity as Court-Appointed Receiver of
1854313 Ontario Ltd. o/a the Downtown Chatham Centre
and not in its personal or corporate capacity
Encl.

BDO Canada LLP, a Canadian limited liability partnership, is a member of BDO International Limited, a UK company limited by guarantee, and forms part of the
international BDO network of independent member firms.
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Boettger, Adam
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Cathy Coleiro <ccoleiro@harrisonpensa.com>
Wednesday, November 04, 2020 11:59 AM
IKlaiman@lzwlaw.com; jspetter@lzwlaw.com; bukahrisyed@outlook.com;
matthew@moyalandassociates.com; Andrew.Ottaway@enercare.ca; jarmel@kmlaw.ca;
lkung@kmlaw.ca; kevin.ohara@ontario.ca; diane.winters@justice.gc.ca;
anne.barber@kone.com
Tim Hogan; Lonergan, Clark; Marchand, Matthew; Boettger, Adam
BDO Canada Limited as Court-Appointed Receiver of the property of 1854313
Ontario Limited [IWOV-HPMain.FID492408]
Receiver Service List Update November 3 2020.pdf

We are counsel for BDO Canada Limited (the “Receiver”), attached please find the Receiver’s letter dated November 3, 2020.
Regards,
Cathy Coleiro, Assistant to Tim Hogan | HARRISON PENSA LLP | 450 Talbot St., London, Ontario N6A 5J6 | tel 519850-5568| fax 519-667-3362 | ccoleiro@harrisonpensa.com
This e-mail may contain information that is privileged or confidential. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete
the e-mail and any attachments and notify us immediately.
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Tel: 416 865 0210
Fax: 416 865 0904
www.bdo.ca

BDO Canada Limited
20 Wellington Street E, Suite 500
Toronto ON M5E 1C5 Canada

November 3, 2020
To: The Service List
Re: BDO Canada Limited, Court Appointed Receiver of the Property of 1854313 Ontario Limited (the
“Company”).
On October 29, 2020, BDO Canada Limited was appointed as receiver (the “Receiver”) over all of the property,
operations and undertakings of the Company by an order of the Honourable Mr. Justice Cavanagh of the Ontario
Superior Court of Justice (Commercial List) (the “Receivership Order”), but did not take possession or control of
the Company’s assets or operations per Schedule ‘B’ of the Receivership Order.
Further to the Receivership Order, the Receiver confirms that it has taken possession of the Property as of
October 30, 2020.
Should you have any questions or require any additional information, please contact the undersigned.
Yours very truly,
BDO CANADA LIMITED
in its capacity as Court-Appointed Receiver of
1854313 Ontario Limited (o/a Downtown Chatham Centre)
and not in its personal or corporate capacity

Clark Lonergan, CPA, CA, CIRP, LIT
Senior Vice President

BDO Canada Limited is an affiliate of BDO Canada LLP. BDO Canada LLP, a Canadian limited liability partnership, is a member of BDO International Limited, a UK company limited by
guarantee, and forms part of the international BDO network of independent member firms.
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Thomas Masterson
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Matthew Moyal <matthew@moyalandassociates.com>
Thursday, November 5, 2020 9:28 AM
Tim Hogan
Lonergan, Clark; Marchand, Matthew; Boettger, Adam
Re: [EXT] Re: Downtown Chatham Centre [IWOV-HPMain.FID526336]

[EXTERNAL EMAIL]

Please be advised that we act as solicitors for Touchstone group ltd.
This shall confirm that we received BDO’s email on Monday November 2/20 that they have taken possession of the
property per issued Order.
Per terms of the Order and the oral motion heard it was status quo for Touchstone group to continue to manage the
property until we received BDO’s email confirming possession as there was no insurance in place and BDO did not want
to assume any liability. We even provided Adam a call of BDO’s office on Friday October 30/20 conferenced in with Sam,
property security on the line ,and he confirmed to me that there was no insurance in place and therefore BDO have not
yet taken possession.
Touchstone will be providing an accounting of rental income and expenses from August 1/20-Nov 2/20.
Matthew Moyal
Lawyer for Touchstone

On Nov 5, 2020, at 9:01 AM, Tim Hogan <thogan@harrisonpensa.com> wrote:
Matthew
Please confirm you receipt of this e-mail and the e-mail of November 3, 2020, below.
Further, and following on my e-mail of Tuesday November 3, 2020, the Receiver is now advised by
general counsel for Good Life Fitness that the cheque for November’s rent for the Fit 4 Life location at
the mall was paid to Touchstone Group Limited in the amount of $15,347.54 (see attached Payment
Remittance). The Receiver is advised by Good Life Fitness, that attempts to stop this cheque were
unsuccessful.
Further, please immediately pay to the Receiver all rents collected by Touchstone Group Limited or any
entity controlled by you following October 29, 2020, including all rents for the month of November.
Further, please provide to the Receiver, as soon as possible, the information requested below.
We look forward to hearing from you.
Tim Hogan | HARRISON PENSA LLP | 450 Talbot St., London, Ontario N6A 5J6 | tel 519-661-6743 | fax
519-667-3362 | thogan@harrisonpensa.com

Assistant | Cathy Coleiro | tel 519-850-5568 | ccoleiro@harrisonpensa.com
This e-mail may contain information that is privileged or confidential. If you are not the intended
recipient, please delete the e-mail and any attachments and notify us immediately.
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From: Tim Hogan
Sent: Tuesday, November 3, 2020 8:00 PM
To: 'matthew@moyalandassociates.com' <matthew@moyalandassociates.com>
Cc: 'Lonergan, Clark' <clonergan@bdo.ca>; 'Marchand, Matthew' <mmarchand@bdo.ca>; 'Boettger,
Adam' <aboettger@bdo.ca>
Subject: FW: [EXT] Re: Downtown Chatham Centre [IWOV-HPMain.FID526336]
Matthew
The Receiver’s e-mail indicated that contact with former employees with respect to the operation and
affairs of the DCC was to cease.
We can advise that the Receiver is not retaining the services of Ms. O’Brien on a go forward basis.
Please refer to the Appointing Order and particularly paragraphs 4, 5 and 6. Pursuant to the Appointing
Order, both yourself personally and Touchstone Group Ltd. are obligated to provide all of 1854313
Ontario’s (“185 Ontario”) records to the Receiver, including but not limited to the following:
- all books and records in your possession with respect to 185 Ontario including, but not limited
to:
o Account receivable listing
o Account payable listing
o General ledger
- a full accounting of what transpired while you were in possession and control of the mall
o including a detailed accounting of all receipts, including all rent collected by Touchstone
or any related party, with evidence of same
o including a detailed accounting of all disbursements, with evidence of same
- a list of prospective tenants that you were in contact with
- any events calendar/schedule
- details of any COVID rent relief provided to tenants
- details of any claim with the government for COVID financial assistance, along with copies of all
correspondence in relation to same
- All employee records including any applicable Termination notices and Records of Employment
Further, the Receiver is empowered to recover all property of 185 Ontario, in this regard please provide
to the Receiver all property of 185 Ontario, including all rent collected from tenants at the mall and
currently held on deposit (including any post-date cheques, or drafts) by you or Touchstone.
Further, if there any other general operational issues that you feel the Receiver should be made aware
of then please advise.
Thank-you.
Tim Hogan | HARRISON PENSA LLP | 450 Talbot St., London, Ontario N6A 5J6 | tel 519-661-6743 | fax
519-667-3362 | thogan@harrisonpensa.com
Assistant | Cathy Coleiro | tel 519-850-5568 | ccoleiro@harrisonpensa.com
This e-mail may contain information that is privileged or confidential. If you are not the intended
recipient, please delete the e-mail and any attachments and notify us immediately.

From: Matthew Moyal <matthew@moyalandassociates.com>
Sent: Monday, November 2, 2020 11:26 AM
To: Lonergan, Clark <clonergan@bdo.ca>
Cc: Marchand, Matthew <mmarchand@bdo.ca>; Boettger, Adam <aboettger@bdo.ca>; Tim Hogan
<thogan@harrisonpensa.com>
Subject: Re: [EXT] Re: Downtown Chatham Centre
[EXTERNAL EMAIL]
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Typo in last email should state I am not obligated to cease communications or file claims against
touchstone former employees.
Matthew
On Nov 2, 2020, at 11:20 AM, Lonergan, Clark <clonergan@bdo.ca> wrote:
Mr. Moyal;
We will communicate via our lawyer, Mr. Tim Hogan who is cc’d on this email.
Thank you for your email. Tim will respond to you shortly.
Kind regards
Clark
We’ve adapted to a new way of supporting you. The health and safety of our people,
clients, and community is our top priority. In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, we
have temporarily closed our offices. All BDO partners and employees are working from
home. Our teams operate effectively when working remotely, and will continue to
deliver the highest level of service to our clients. Visit our website for COVID-19
related resources and updates for businesses. To update your commercial electronic
message preferences, please go to our online subscription centre.
Nous avons adapté notre façon de vous soutenir. La santé et la sécurité de nos gens,
de nos clients et de notre communauté demeurent notre priorité. Pour faire face à la
pandémie de COVID-19, nous avons fermé provisoirement nos bureaux. Tous les
associés et tous les employés de BDO travaillent à domicile. Nos équipes travaillent à
distance de manière efficace et continueront de fournir un service de la plus haute
qualité à nos clients. Veuillez consulter les ressources et les mises à jour pour les
entreprises en lien avec la COVID-19 qui sont mises à votre disposition sur notre site
Web. Pour mettre à jour vos préférences en matière de messages électroniques,
veuillez vous rendre au centre d’inscription en ligne.

From: Matthew Moyal <matthew@moyalandassociates.com>
Sent: Monday, November 02, 2020 11:17 AM
To: Lonergan, Clark <clonergan@bdo.ca>
Cc: Marchand, Matthew <mmarchand@bdo.ca>; Boettger, Adam <aboettger@bdo.ca>
Subject: [EXT] Re: Downtown Chatham Centre
Please be advised that for now I am the owner and lawyer for touchstone group LTD
Please be further advised that Ms . Lynn Obrien is a former employee of touchstone
group LTD and therefore as I may have several claims against her for damages I am not
required to see communicating with her.
Furthermore as second mortgagee and having a Secured interest in the property I have
no confidence in Ms. O’Brien operating or being involved of the property
Please advise if my former employee Ms. O’Brien is being hired by BDO ?????
Matthew
On Nov 2, 2020, at 11:01 AM, Lonergan, Clark <clonergan@bdo.ca>
wrote:
Mr. Moyal
Pursuant to the attached Order of the Ontario Superior Court of Justice
– Commercial List dated October 29, 2020, the Receiver can confirm
that it has taken possession of the Downtown Chatham Centre (“DCC”)
as of late in the day October 30, 2020.
The Receiver is reviewing the books and records of 1854313 Ontario
Limited (“184 Ont.”) and the those of the management of DCC.
3
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To permit the Receiver to carry on its mandate, we would ask that you
cease all contact with the former employees of 184 Ont. As well as any
service operators and providers (as an example third party Security
companies) regarding the operation and affairs of the DCC. In this
regard, please direct all inquiries directly to the Receiver.
Additionally the receiver will be reaching out in due course to
understand and be provided operational and financial details with
respect to your term of possession of the DCC mall.
Please advise of the name of counsel to Touchstone Group Inc. for our
records.
Kind regards
Clark
Clark Lonergan, CPA, CA, CIRP, LIT
Partner/Senior Vice President
BDO Canada Limited, Toronto Centre FRS
Direct: 647 730 0934
Mobile: 416 844 0843
Clonergan@bdo.ca
20 Wellington E
Suite 500
Toronto, Ontario M5E 1C5
Canada
Tel: 416 865 0210
Fax: 416 865 0904
www.bdo.ca
 Before you print think about the environment

<Reprint Check Remittance- Nov 2020 Club 430.docx>
<CV-20-00650239-00CL_Order_October 29, 2020.pdf>

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize and
can verify the sender and know the content is safe.
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Thomas Masterson
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Tim Hogan <thogan@harrisonpensa.com>
Friday, November 6, 2020 3:55 PM
'Matthew Moyal'
Clark Lonergan; Marchand, Matthew
RE: [EXT] Re: Downtown Chatham Centre [IWOV-HPMain.FID526336]

Matthew,
Thank-you for your e-mails
We can confirm that Ms. O’Brien is not engaged by the Receiver.
With respect to the leases, I would suggest that you make your request for same to Scotiabank’s lawyers. All rental
payments and claims for rent fall to the Receiver. What the Receiver requires from you or Touchstone is an accounting
of the rent collected by you or Touchstone while you were operating the mall.
The November 1 rents are due and properly payable to the Receiver. Any rent that you have collected for November 1,
2020, should be paid to the Receiver. Possession of the mall by the Receiver should not be tied to the date that the
Receiver took possession, and instead to the date of the appointing order (October 29, 2020). Specifically, Good Life
advises the Receiver that its cheque for November rent was cleared to the Touchstone Group, despite Good Life’s
attempt to stop payment of same. Good Life’s clear intent was to pay the Receiver for November.
We can advise that the Receiver’s position is that any rent collected by you or Touchstone on or following October 29,
2020 should be paid over to the Receiver.
We do appreciate your co-operation in agreeing to accounting of rental income and expenses from August 1/20-Nov
2/20. Please provide same as soon as possible.
Further, please advise what documentation you will be providing as requested in our e-mail of Tuesday November 3,
2020.
We look forward to hearing from you.
Tim Hogan | HARRISON PENSA
| thogan@harrisonpensa.com

LLP

| 450 Talbot St., London, Ontario N6A 5J6 | tel 519-661-6743 | fax 519-667-3362

Assistant | Cathy Coleiro | tel 519-850-5568 | ccoleiro@harrisonpensa.com
This e-mail may contain information that is privileged or confidential. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete
the e-mail and any attachments and notify us immediately.

From: Matthew Moyal <matthew@moyalandassociates.com>
Sent: Thursday, November 5, 2020 10:09 AM
To: Tim Hogan <thogan@harrisonpensa.com>
Cc: Clark Lonergan <clonergan@bdo.ca>
Subject: Fwd: [EXT] Re: Downtown Chatham Centre [IWOV-HPMain.FID526336]
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[EXTERNAL EMAIL]

Subject: Re: [EXT] Re: Downtown Chatham Centre
We were told to reach out to you as the receiver of The downtown Chatham centre with respect to this
matter .
In order to assess the accuracy of the rental amounts received we would request copies of all of the
leases on this property that you received from Scotiabank which they received from the debtor prior to
issuing this mortgage.
You also advised us that Ms. Lynn O’Brien will not be employed by BDO . However , we have heard that
she still is ? Please confirm your position.
Matthew Moyal
Lawyer for touchstone
On Nov 5, 2020, at 9:27 AM, Matthew Moyal <matthew@moyalandassociates.com>
wrote:
Please be advised that we act as solicitors for Touchstone group ltd.
This shall confirm that we received BDO’s email on Monday November 2/20 that they
have taken possession of the property per issued Order.
Per terms of the Order and the oral motion heard it was status quo for Touchstone
group to continue to manage the property until we received BDO’s email confirming
possession as there was no insurance in place and BDO did not want to assume any
liability. We even provided Adam a call of BDO’s office on Friday October 30/20
conferenced in with Sam, property security on the line ,and he confirmed to me that
there was no insurance in place and therefore BDO have not yet taken possession.
Touchstone will be providing an accounting of rental income and expenses from August
1/20-Nov 2/20.
Matthew Moyal
Lawyer for Touchstone
On Nov 5, 2020, at 9:01 AM, Tim Hogan <thogan@harrisonpensa.com>
wrote:
Matthew
Please confirm you receipt of this e-mail and the e-mail of November 3,
2020, below.
Further, and following on my e-mail of Tuesday November 3, 2020, the
Receiver is now advised by general counsel for Good Life Fitness that
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the cheque for November’s rent for the Fit 4 Life location at the mall
was paid to Touchstone Group Limited in the amount of $15,347.54 (see
attached Payment Remittance). The Receiver is advised by Good Life
Fitness, that attempts to stop this cheque were unsuccessful.
Further, please immediately pay to the Receiver all rents collected by
Touchstone Group Limited or any entity controlled by you following
October 29, 2020, including all rents for the month of November.
Further, please provide to the Receiver, as soon as possible, the
information requested below.
We look forward to hearing from you.
Tim Hogan | HARRISON PENSA LLP | 450 Talbot St., London, Ontario
N6A 5J6 | tel 519-661-6743 | fax 519-667-3362 |
thogan@harrisonpensa.com
Assistant | Cathy Coleiro | tel 519-850-5568 |
ccoleiro@harrisonpensa.com
This e-mail may contain information that is privileged or confidential. If
you are not the intended recipient, please delete the e-mail and any
attachments and notify us immediately.

From: Tim Hogan
Sent: Tuesday, November 3, 2020 8:00 PM
To: 'matthew@moyalandassociates.com'
<matthew@moyalandassociates.com>
Cc: 'Lonergan, Clark' <clonergan@bdo.ca>; 'Marchand, Matthew'
<mmarchand@bdo.ca>; 'Boettger, Adam' <aboettger@bdo.ca>
Subject: FW: [EXT] Re: Downtown Chatham Centre [IWOVHPMain.FID526336]
Matthew
The Receiver’s e-mail indicated that contact with former employees
with respect to the operation and affairs of the DCC was to cease.
We can advise that the Receiver is not retaining the services of Ms.
O’Brien on a go forward basis.
Please refer to the Appointing Order and particularly paragraphs 4, 5
and 6. Pursuant to the Appointing Order, both yourself personally and
Touchstone Group Ltd. are obligated to provide all of 1854313 Ontario’s
(“185 Ontario”) records to the Receiver, including but not limited to the
following:
- all books and records in your possession with respect to 185
Ontario including, but not limited to:
o Account receivable listing
o Account payable listing
o General ledger
- a full accounting of what transpired while you were in
possession and control of the mall
o including a detailed accounting of all receipts, including
all rent collected by Touchstone or any related party,
with evidence of same
o including a detailed accounting of all disbursements,
with evidence of same
- a list of prospective tenants that you were in contact with
- any events calendar/schedule
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details of any COVID rent relief provided to tenants
details of any claim with the government for COVID financial
assistance, along with copies of all correspondence in relation
to same
- All employee records including any applicable Termination
notices and Records of Employment
Further, the Receiver is empowered to recover all property of 185
Ontario, in this regard please provide to the Receiver all property of 185
Ontario, including all rent collected from tenants at the mall and
currently held on deposit (including any post-date cheques, or drafts) by
you or Touchstone.
Further, if there any other general operational issues that you feel the
Receiver should be made aware of then please advise.
Thank-you.
-

Tim Hogan | HARRISON PENSA LLP | 450 Talbot St., London, Ontario
N6A 5J6 | tel 519-661-6743 | fax 519-667-3362 |
thogan@harrisonpensa.com
Assistant | Cathy Coleiro | tel 519-850-5568 |
ccoleiro@harrisonpensa.com
This e-mail may contain information that is privileged or confidential. If
you are not the intended recipient, please delete the e-mail and any
attachments and notify us immediately.

From: Matthew Moyal <matthew@moyalandassociates.com>
Sent: Monday, November 2, 2020 11:26 AM
To: Lonergan, Clark <clonergan@bdo.ca>
Cc: Marchand, Matthew <mmarchand@bdo.ca>; Boettger, Adam
<aboettger@bdo.ca>; Tim Hogan <thogan@harrisonpensa.com>
Subject: Re: [EXT] Re: Downtown Chatham Centre
[EXTERNAL EMAIL]

Typo in last email should state I am not obligated to cease
communications or file claims against touchstone former employees.
Matthew
On Nov 2, 2020, at 11:20 AM, Lonergan, Clark
<clonergan@bdo.ca> wrote:
Mr. Moyal;
We will communicate via our lawyer, Mr. Tim Hogan
who is cc’d on this email.
Thank you for your email. Tim will respond to you
shortly.
Kind regards
Clark
We’ve adapted to a new way of supporting you. The
health and safety of our people, clients, and
community is our top priority. In response to the
COVID-19 pandemic, we have temporarily closed our
4
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offices. All BDO partners and employees are working
from home. Our teams operate effectively when
working remotely, and will continue to deliver the
highest level of service to our clients. Visit our website
for COVID-19 related resources and updates for
businesses. To update your commercial electronic
message preferences, please go to our online
subscription centre.
Nous avons adapté notre façon de vous soutenir. La
santé et la sécurité de nos gens, de nos clients et de
notre communauté demeurent notre priorité. Pour
faire face à la pandémie de COVID-19, nous avons
fermé provisoirement nos bureaux. Tous les associés et
tous les employés de BDO travaillent à domicile. Nos
équipes travaillent à distance de manière efficace et
continueront de fournir un service de la plus haute
qualité à nos clients. Veuillez consulter les ressources
et les mises à jour pour les entreprises en lien avec la
COVID-19 qui sont mises à votre disposition sur notre
site Web. Pour mettre à jour vos préférences en
matière de messages électroniques, veuillez vous
rendre au centre d’inscription en ligne.

From: Matthew Moyal
<matthew@moyalandassociates.com>
Sent: Monday, November 02, 2020 11:17 AM
To: Lonergan, Clark <clonergan@bdo.ca>
Cc: Marchand, Matthew <mmarchand@bdo.ca>;
Boettger, Adam <aboettger@bdo.ca>
Subject: [EXT] Re: Downtown Chatham Centre
Please be advised that for now I am the owner and
lawyer for touchstone group LTD
Please be further advised that Ms . Lynn Obrien is a
former employee of touchstone group LTD and
therefore as I may have several claims against her for
damages I am not required to see communicating with
her.
Furthermore as second mortgagee and having a
Secured interest in the property I have no confidence in
Ms. O’Brien operating or being involved of the property
Please advise if my former employee Ms. O’Brien is
being hired by BDO ?????
Matthew
On Nov 2, 2020, at 11:01 AM, Lonergan,
Clark <clonergan@bdo.ca> wrote:
Mr. Moyal
Pursuant to the attached Order of the
Ontario Superior Court of Justice –
Commercial List dated October 29,
2020, the Receiver can confirm that it
has taken possession of the Downtown
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Chatham Centre (“DCC”) as of late in
the day October 30, 2020.
The Receiver is reviewing the books and
records of 1854313 Ontario Limited
(“184 Ont.”) and the those of the
management of DCC.
To permit the Receiver to carry on its
mandate, we would ask that you cease
all contact with the former employees
of 184 Ont. As well as any service
operators and providers (as an example
third party Security companies)
regarding the operation and affairs of
the DCC. In this regard, please direct all
inquiries directly to the Receiver.
Additionally the receiver will be
reaching out in due course to
understand and be provided
operational and financial details with
respect to your term of possession of
the DCC mall.
Please advise of the name of counsel to
Touchstone Group Inc. for our records.
Kind regards
Clark
Clark Lonergan, CPA, CA, CIRP, LIT
Partner/Senior Vice President
BDO Canada Limited, Toronto Centre
FRS
Direct: 647 730 0934
Mobile: 416 844 0843
Clonergan@bdo.ca
20 Wellington E
Suite 500
Toronto, Ontario M5E 1C5
Canada
Tel: 416 865 0210
Fax: 416 865 0904
www.bdo.ca
 Before you print think about the
environment

<Reprint Check Remittance- Nov 2020 Club 430.docx>
<CV-20-00650239-00CL_Order_October 29, 2020.pdf>

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize and
can verify the sender and know the content is safe.
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APPENDIX F
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Thomas Masterson
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Matthew Moyal <matthew@moyalandassociates.com>
Wednesday, November 11, 2020 4:48 PM
Tim Hogan
Lonergan, Clark; 'Marchand, Matthew'; Boettger, Adam
Re: [EXT] Re: Downtown Chatham Centre [IWOV-HPMain.FID526336]

[EXTERNAL EMAIL]

We will be sending to BDO Touchstone Group Ltd's. Income /expense statement this week as we advised you last week.
Our position remains the same as stated in our prior emails . Possession date is not the date of the Order of which BDO
refused to take possession due to no insurance on the property. But rather possession cpmmences when all parties,
including our client Touchstone, receives an email from BDO confirming possession, per terms of Order Schedule B last
paragraph, which was received on November 2/20 and until then the status of operation of the mall was to be " status
quo" as you stated verbally during the motion of October 29/20. The date of letters sent to tenants is not relevant to
effect the possession date per terms of the order
For your reference Schedule B states ....."The Receiver shall provide written notice to the service list upon it taking
possession of the property, and on the day that such notice has been provided will then be deemed to be in possession".
Regards
Matthew Moyal lawyer for Touchstone Group Ltd.
On 2020-11-11, at 1:41 PM, Tim Hogan wrote:

Matthew,
I am following on my e-mail of November 6, 2020.
November Rent collected and due to the Receiver
We again request that Touchstone account for and pay over to the Receiver the rent collected for
November, 2020 from all tenants, including Good Life Fitness Inc.
Touchstone has no right to retain any rent for November. Touchstone was not receiver of the mall at the
time that any rent was due for the month of the November and is not receiver through the month of
November. Further, on October 30, 2020, the Receiver did deliver written notice to all tenants, including
Good Life Fitness Inc., that all rent was to be paid to the Receiver. The Receiver’s letter to Good Life
Fitness Inc. is attached. This notice to pay rent was delivered to tenants after the Receiver had retained
security, changed locks at the mall and taken possession. Touchstone does not have a legal right to any
November rent, and is required to pay same to the Receiver.
In the event that Touchstone fails to both account for and pay over rents to the Receiver, the Receiver
will seek direction from the Court on this issue.
Accounting/Delivery of Records
The Receiver’s request made to you on November 3, 2020 for the books and records of 185 Ontario
(reproduced immediately below) remains outstanding.
Please refer to the Appointing Order and particularly paragraphs 4, 5 and 6. Pursuant to the Appointing Order, both yourself personally and
Touchstone Group Ltd. are obligated to provide all of 1854313 Ontario’s (“185 Ontario”) records to the Receiver, including but not limited to
the following:



all books and records in your possession with respect to 185 Ontario including, but not limited to:
o Account receivable listing
o Account payable listing
1
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o

General ledger

a full accounting of what transpired while you were in possession and control of the mall
o including a detailed accounting of all receipts, including all rent collected by Touchstone or any related party, with
evidence of same
o including a detailed accounting of all disbursements, with evidence of same
a list of prospective tenants that you were in contact with
any events calendar/schedule
details of any COVID rent relief provided to tenants

details of any claim with the government for COVID financial assistance, along with copies of all correspondence in relation to same
All employee records including any applicable Termination notices and Records of Employment

We again write to request that you and Touchstone provide full answer to the Receiver’s request, and
that you meet your obligations under the Appointing Order.
In addition to the above documents and information requested, the Receiver requires the following
information:
 the name of all persons employed or contracted by you or Touchstone when in possession and
operating the mall
 copies of all contracts with such persons
 an accounting of funds paid to such persons
 details of all employee deductions at source held back by you or Touchstone
 confirmation as to whether you or Touchstone opened accounts with CRA for HST (RT) and
employee source deductions (RP) and if any filings with CRA for RT or RP were made
 details of HST held back and any remittances made to CRA
 confirmation as to whether you or Touchstone opened accounts for each employee or former
employee under the Wage Earner Protection Program Act?
We would ask for your timely delivery of the above documents and information request.
Please contact me if you wish to discuss any of the above.
Tim Hogan | HARRISON PENSA LLP | 450 Talbot St., London, Ontario N6A 5J6 | tel 519-661-6743 | fax
519-667-3362 | thogan@harrisonpensa.com
Assistant | Cathy Coleiro | tel 519-850-5568 | ccoleiro@harrisonpensa.com
This e-mail may contain information that is privileged or confidential. If you are not the intended
recipient, please delete the e-mail and any attachments and notify us immediately.

From: Tim Hogan <thogan@harrisonpensa.com>
Sent: Friday, November 6, 2020 3:55 PM
To: 'Matthew Moyal' <matthew@moyalandassociates.com>
Cc: Clark Lonergan <clonergan@bdo.ca>; Marchand, Matthew <mmarchand@bdo.ca>
Subject: RE: [EXT] Re: Downtown Chatham Centre [IWOV-HPMain.FID526336]
Matthew,
Thank-you for your e-mails
We can confirm that Ms. O’Brien is not engaged by the Receiver.
With respect to the leases, I would suggest that you make your request for same to Scotiabank’s
lawyers. All rental payments and claims for rent fall to the Receiver. What the Receiver requires from
you or Touchstone is an accounting of the rent collected by you or Touchstone while you were operating
the mall.
The November 1 rents are due and properly payable to the Receiver. Any rent that you have collected
for November 1, 2020, should be paid to the Receiver. Possession of the mall by the Receiver should not
be tied to the date that the Receiver took possession, and instead to the date of the appointing order
(October 29, 2020). Specifically, Good Life advises the Receiver that its cheque for November rent was
cleared to the Touchstone Group, despite Good Life’s attempt to stop payment of same. Good Life’s
clear intent was to pay the Receiver for November.
We can advise that the Receiver’s position is that any rent collected by you or Touchstone on or
following October 29, 2020 should be paid over to the Receiver.
We do appreciate your co-operation in agreeing to accounting of rental income and expenses from
August 1/20-Nov 2/20. Please provide same as soon as possible.
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Further, please advise what documentation you will be providing as requested in our e-mail of Tuesday
November 3, 2020.
We look forward to hearing from you.
Tim Hogan | HARRISON PENSA LLP | 450 Talbot St., London, Ontario N6A 5J6 | tel 519-661-6743 | fax
519-667-3362 | thogan@harrisonpensa.com
Assistant | Cathy Coleiro | tel 519-850-5568 | ccoleiro@harrisonpensa.com
This e-mail may contain information that is privileged or confidential. If you are not the intended
recipient, please delete the e-mail and any attachments and notify us immediately.

From: Matthew Moyal <matthew@moyalandassociates.com>
Sent: Thursday, November 5, 2020 10:09 AM
To: Tim Hogan <thogan@harrisonpensa.com>
Cc: Clark Lonergan <clonergan@bdo.ca>
Subject: Fwd: [EXT] Re: Downtown Chatham Centre [IWOV-HPMain.FID526336]
[EXTERNAL EMAIL]

Subject: Re: [EXT] Re: Downtown Chatham Centre
We were told to reach out to you as the receiver of The downtown Chatham centre with
respect to this matter .
In order to assess the accuracy of the rental amounts received we would request copies
of all of the leases on this property that you received from Scotiabank which they
received from the debtor prior to issuing this mortgage.
You also advised us that Ms. Lynn O’Brien will not be employed by BDO . However , we
have heard that she still is ? Please confirm your position.
Matthew Moyal
Lawyer for touchstone
On Nov 5, 2020, at 9:27 AM, Matthew Moyal
<matthew@moyalandassociates.com> wrote:
Please be advised that we act as solicitors for Touchstone group ltd.
This shall confirm that we received BDO’s email on Monday November
2/20 that they have taken possession of the property per issued Order.
Per terms of the Order and the oral motion heard it was status quo for
Touchstone group to continue to manage the property until we received
BDO’s email confirming possession as there was no insurance in place
and BDO did not want to assume any liability. We even provided Adam
a call of BDO’s office on Friday October 30/20 conferenced in with Sam,
property security on the line ,and he confirmed to me that there was no
insurance in place and therefore BDO have not yet taken possession.
Touchstone will be providing an accounting of rental income and
expenses from August 1/20-Nov 2/20.
Matthew Moyal
Lawyer for Touchstone
On Nov 5, 2020, at 9:01 AM, Tim Hogan
<thogan@harrisonpensa.com> wrote:
Matthew
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Please confirm you receipt of this e-mail and the e-mail
of November 3, 2020, below.
Further, and following on my e-mail of Tuesday
November 3, 2020, the Receiver is now advised by
general counsel for Good Life Fitness that the cheque
for November’s rent for the Fit 4 Life location at the
mall was paid to Touchstone Group Limited in the
amount of $15,347.54 (see attached Payment
Remittance). The Receiver is advised by Good Life
Fitness, that attempts to stop this cheque were
unsuccessful.
Further, please immediately pay to the Receiver all
rents collected by Touchstone Group Limited or any
entity controlled by you following October 29, 2020,
including all rents for the month of November.
Further, please provide to the Receiver, as soon as
possible, the information requested below.
We look forward to hearing from you.
Tim Hogan | HARRISON PENSA LLP | 450 Talbot St.,
London, Ontario N6A 5J6 | tel 519-661-6743 | fax 519667-3362 | thogan@harrisonpensa.com
Assistant | Cathy Coleiro | tel 519-850-5568 |
ccoleiro@harrisonpensa.com
This e-mail may contain information that is privileged or
confidential. If you are not the intended recipient, please
delete the e-mail and any attachments and notify us
immediately.

From: Tim Hogan
Sent: Tuesday, November 3, 2020 8:00 PM
To: 'matthew@moyalandassociates.com'
<matthew@moyalandassociates.com>
Cc: 'Lonergan, Clark' <clonergan@bdo.ca>; 'Marchand,
Matthew' <mmarchand@bdo.ca>; 'Boettger, Adam'
<aboettger@bdo.ca>
Subject: FW: [EXT] Re: Downtown Chatham Centre
[IWOV-HPMain.FID526336]
Matthew
The Receiver’s e-mail indicated that contact with former
employees with respect to the operation and affairs of
the DCC was to cease.
We can advise that the Receiver is not retaining the
services of Ms. O’Brien on a go forward basis.
Please refer to the Appointing Order and particularly
paragraphs 4, 5 and 6. Pursuant to the Appointing
Order, both yourself personally and Touchstone Group
Ltd. are obligated to provide all of 1854313 Ontario’s
(“185 Ontario”) records to the Receiver, including but
not limited to the following:
 all books and records in your possession with
respect to 185 Ontario including, but not
limited to:
o Account receivable listing
o Account payable listing
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o General ledger
a full accounting of what transpired while you
were in possession and control of the mall
o including a detailed accounting of all
receipts, including all rent collected by
Touchstone or any related party, with
evidence of same
o including a detailed accounting of all
disbursements, with evidence of same
 a list of prospective tenants that you were in
contact with
 any events calendar/schedule
 details of any COVID rent relief provided to
tenants
 details of any claim with the government for
COVID financial assistance, along with copies of
all correspondence in relation to same
 All employee records including any applicable
Termination notices and Records of
Employment
Further, the Receiver is empowered to recover all
property of 185 Ontario, in this regard please provide to
the Receiver all property of 185 Ontario, including all
rent collected from tenants at the mall and currently
held on deposit (including any post-date cheques, or
drafts) by you or Touchstone.
Further, if there any other general operational issues
that you feel the Receiver should be made aware of
then please advise.
Thank-you.


Tim Hogan | HARRISON PENSA LLP | 450 Talbot St.,
London, Ontario N6A 5J6 | tel 519-661-6743 | fax 519667-3362 | thogan@harrisonpensa.com
Assistant | Cathy Coleiro | tel 519-850-5568 |
ccoleiro@harrisonpensa.com
This e-mail may contain information that is privileged or
confidential. If you are not the intended recipient, please
delete the e-mail and any attachments and notify us
immediately.

From: Matthew Moyal
<matthew@moyalandassociates.com>
Sent: Monday, November 2, 2020 11:26 AM
To: Lonergan, Clark <clonergan@bdo.ca>
Cc: Marchand, Matthew <mmarchand@bdo.ca>;
Boettger, Adam <aboettger@bdo.ca>; Tim Hogan
<thogan@harrisonpensa.com>
Subject: Re: [EXT] Re: Downtown Chatham Centre
[EXTERNAL EMAIL]

Typo in last email should state I am not obligated to
cease communications or file claims against touchstone
former employees.
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Matthew
On Nov 2, 2020, at 11:20 AM, Lonergan,
Clark <clonergan@bdo.ca> wrote:
Mr. Moyal;
We will communicate via our lawyer,
Mr. Tim Hogan who is cc’d on this
email.
Thank you for your email. Tim will
respond to you shortly.
Kind regards
Clark
We’ve adapted to a new way of
supporting you. The health and safety
of our people, clients, and community
is our top priority. In response to the
COVID-19 pandemic, we have
temporarily closed our offices. All BDO
partners and employees are working
from home. Our teams operate
effectively when working remotely, and
will continue to deliver the highest
level of service to our clients. Visit our
website for COVID-19 related resources
and updates for businesses. To update
your commercial electronic message
preferences, please go to our online
subscription centre.
Nous avons adapté notre façon de
vous soutenir. La santé et la sécurité
de nos gens, de nos clients et de notre
communauté demeurent notre priorité.
Pour faire face à la pandémie de
COVID-19, nous avons fermé
provisoirement nos bureaux. Tous les
associés et tous les employés de BDO
travaillent à domicile. Nos équipes
travaillent à distance de manière
efficace et continueront de fournir un
service de la plus haute qualité à nos
clients. Veuillez consulter les
ressources et les mises à jour pour les
entreprises en lien avec la COVID-19
qui sont mises à votre disposition sur
notre site Web. Pour mettre à jour vos
préférences en matière de messages
électroniques, veuillez vous rendre au
centre d’inscription en ligne.

From: Matthew Moyal
<matthew@moyalandassociates.com>
Sent: Monday, November 02, 2020
11:17 AM
To: Lonergan, Clark
<clonergan@bdo.ca>
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Cc: Marchand, Matthew
<mmarchand@bdo.ca>; Boettger,
Adam <aboettger@bdo.ca>
Subject: [EXT] Re: Downtown Chatham
Centre
Please be advised that for now I am the
owner and lawyer for touchstone group
LTD
Please be further advised that Ms . Lynn
Obrien is a former employee of
touchstone group LTD and therefore as
I may have several claims against her
for damages I am not required to see
communicating with her.
Furthermore as second mortgagee and
having a Secured interest in the
property I have no confidence in Ms.
O’Brien operating or being involved of
the property
Please advise if my former employee
Ms. O’Brien is being hired by BDO ?????
Matthew
On Nov 2, 2020, at
11:01 AM, Lonergan,
Clark
<clonergan@bdo.ca>
wrote:
Mr. Moyal
Pursuant to the
attached Order of the
Ontario Superior Court
of Justice – Commercial
List dated October 29,
2020, the Receiver can
confirm that it has
taken possession of the
Downtown Chatham
Centre (“DCC”) as of
late in the day October
30, 2020.
The Receiver is
reviewing the books
and records of 1854313
Ontario Limited (“184
Ont.”) and the those of
the management of
DCC.
To permit the Receiver
to carry on its mandate,
we would ask that you
7
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cease all contact with
the former employees
of 184 Ont. As well as
any service operators
and providers (as an
example third party
Security companies)
regarding the operation
and affairs of the DCC.
In this regard, please
direct all inquiries
directly to the Receiver.
Additionally the
receiver will be
reaching out in due
course to understand
and be provided
operational and
financial details with
respect to your term of
possession of the DCC
mall.
Please advise of the
name of counsel to
Touchstone Group Inc.
for our records.
Kind regards
Clark
Clark Lonergan, CPA,
CA, CIRP, LIT
Partner/Senior Vice
President
BDO Canada Limited,
Toronto Centre FRS
Direct: 647 730 0934
Mobile: 416 844 0843
Clonergan@bdo.ca
20 Wellington E
Suite 500
Toronto, Ontario M5E
1C5
Canada
Tel: 416 865 0210
Fax: 416 865 0904
www.bdo.ca
 Before you print
think about the
environment

<Reprint Check Remittance- Nov 2020 Club 430.docx>
<CV-20-00650239-00CL_Order_October 29, 2020.pdf>

<Notice to Tenant (Goodlife Fitness) Hand Delivered (Oct 30, 2020).pdf>
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CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize and
can verify the sender and know the content is safe.
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Thomas Masterson
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Tim Hogan <thogan@harrisonpensa.com>
Monday, November 16, 2020 5:06 PM
'Matthew Moyal'
Boettger, Adam; 'Lonergan, Clark'
FW: [EXT] downtown chatham centre [IWOV-HPMain.FID526336]
touchstone statement of account.doc; Re: [EXT] Re: Downtown Chatham Centre [IWOVHPMain.FID526336] (105 KB)

Matthew
I refer to the attached statement, your below e-mail and our e-mail string between November 2 and November 11,
attached.
The attached statement is without details that is required by the Receiver. Such basic details include a break-down of
the revenue figure (such as a list of what tenants paid, what sum, date, cheque #) and a break-down of the expense
figures (who was paid, when and for how much). Please also provide a listing to the Receiver of what post-dated
cheques that Touchstone will returning?
In the e-mail string attached, details were requested (and reproduced below), noting that such details should be readily
available to Touchstone as receiver.
Please review the below list and provide a fulsome response to this continuing request.
We specifically reference the details sought with respect to the employees or former employees of 185 Ontario. The
Court-appointed receiver has certain duties with respect to employees that were such at its appointment. Likewise
Touchstone had duties and obligations to these employees while Receiver (such as Records of Employment’s to be
completed within 5 days of termination, please provide copies of those to the Receiver).
Finally, the Receiver’s position is that rent for November 2020 paid to Touchstone properly falls to the estate and will be
seeking the direction of the court in that regard.
Again , we request the below detail, and again request that if this issue can expedited by a telephone call, we will
arrange same.
Further, please direct all correspondence to my attention, as counsel to the Receiver. Thank-you.
Accounting/Delivery of Records
The Receiver’s request made to you on November 3, 2020 for the books and records of 185 Ontario (reproduced immediately below) remains outstanding.
Please refer to the Appointing Order and particularly paragraphs 4, 5 and 6. Pursuant to the Appointing Order, both yourself personally and Touchstone Group Ltd.
are obligated to provide all of 1854313 Ontario’s (“185 Ontario”) records to the Receiver, including but not limited to the following:









all books and records in your possession with respect to 185 Ontario including, but not limited to:
o Account receivable listing
o Account payable listing
o General ledger
a full accounting of what transpired while you were in possession and control of the mall
o including a detailed accounting of all receipts, including all rent collected by Touchstone or any related party, with evidence of same
o including a detailed accounting of all disbursements, with evidence of same
a list of prospective tenants that you were in contact with
any events calendar/schedule
details of any COVID rent relief provided to tenants
details of any claim with the government for COVID financial assistance, along with copies of all correspondence in relation to same
1
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All employee records including any applicable Termination notices and Records of Employment
We again write to request that you and Touchstone provide full answer to the Receiver’s request, and that you meet your obligations under the Appointing Order.
In addition to the above documents and information requested, the Receiver requires the following information:







the name of all persons employed or contracted by you or Touchstone when in possession and operating the mall




details of HST held back and any remittances made to CRA

copies of all contracts with such persons
an accounting of funds paid to such persons
details of all employee deductions at source held back by you or Touchstone
confirmation as to whether you or Touchstone opened accounts with CRA for HST (RT) and employee source deductions (RP) and if any filings with CRA for
RT or RP were made
confirmation as to whether you or Touchstone opened accounts for each employee or former employee under the Wage Earner Protection Program Act?

Tim Hogan | HARRISON PENSA
| thogan@harrisonpensa.com

LLP

| 450 Talbot St., London, Ontario N6A 5J6 | tel 519-661-6743 | fax 519-667-3362

Assistant | Cathy Coleiro | tel 519-850-5568 | ccoleiro@harrisonpensa.com
This e-mail may contain information that is privileged or confidential. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete
the e-mail and any attachments and notify us immediately.

-----Original Message----From: Matthew Moyal <matthew@moyalandassociates.com>
Sent: Friday, November 13, 2020 3:30 PM
To: Boettger, Adam <aboettger@bdo.ca>
Subject: [EXT] downtown chatham centre
Enclosed please find attached income/expense statement of our client , Touchstone Group
ltd. ,with respect to rental income received from August 1/20-November 2/20 per terms of
the Order.
We have further mailed to you checks in Touchstone's possession related to this property.
Regards
Matthew Moyal
Lawyer for Touchstone Group Ltd.
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Thomas Masterson
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Matthew Moyal <matthew@moyalandassociates.com>
Monday, November 16, 2020 9:32 PM
Tim Hogan
Boettger, Adam; Lonergan, Clark
Re: [EXT] downtown chatham centre [IWOV-HPMain.FID526336]

[EXTERNAL EMAIL]

Please also provide to us via email the insurance policy that you have on the property
Matthew Moyal
Lawyer for touchstone

On Nov 16, 2020, at 9:26 PM, Matthew Moyal <matthew@moyalandassociates.com> wrote:
Further to my email of this date as touchstone is a secured second mortgagee please provide us with
what is the plan going forward for Scotiabank and BDO in terms of selling the hearin property and
ordering an appraisal or a listing it under MLS etc. and the timing of each step ?
As discussed with Mr. Lipman lawyer for Scotiabank my client touchstone would request the
opportunity to have the right of first refusal in matching any Bona fide offer to purchase received
Regards
Matthew Moyal
Lawyer for touchstone

On Nov 16, 2020, at 8:38 PM, Matthew Moyal <matthew@moyalandassociates.com>
wrote:
My client Touchstone was a mortgagee in possession and received rents per terms of
the registered assignment of rents.
All staff who worked and were paid by touchstone were employed as temporary
independent contractors and therefore no records of employment etc will be issued and
no source deductions were deducted etc. And no contracts were signed . On October
29/20 Touchstone advised Ms . Lynn O’Brien that her independent contract services are
no longer required due to lack of her performance .
We will have our client break down rental income received and further details of the
expenses although both are calculated in touchstones statements The stated rental
income includes all rent received up to Nov 2/20 of which date touchstone received
email notice that BDO has taken possession.
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To accurately allocate rents received to the rightful tenant we request again copies of all
leases Scotiabank received upon providing 185 the herein first mortgage which lawyers
for scotia advised me to contact you.
We are not in possession of any ledgers or books or Financial documents or records or
leases of 185 co .
We would further note that Tenant Harts has never paid Touchstone any rent claiming
overpayment to the debtor and fit for life tenant had adjusted their rent due to as well
overpayment to the debtor of which to verify the tenants claims we would require as
requested copies of all leases.
The list of tenants is as provided in scotias motion materials .
Regards
Matthew Moyal
Lawyer for touchstone

On Nov 16, 2020, at 5:05 PM, Tim Hogan <thogan@harrisonpensa.com>
wrote:
Matthew
I refer to the attached statement, your below e-mail and our e-mail
string between November 2 and November 11, attached.
The attached statement is without details that is required by the
Receiver. Such basic details include a break-down of the revenue figure
(such as a list of what tenants paid, what sum, date, cheque #) and a
break-down of the expense figures (who was paid, when and for how
much). Please also provide a listing to the Receiver of what post-dated
cheques that Touchstone will returning?
In the e-mail string attached, details were requested (and reproduced
below), noting that such details should be readily available to
Touchstone as receiver.
Please review the below list and provide a fulsome response to this
continuing request.
We specifically reference the details sought with respect to the
employees or former employees of 185 Ontario. The Court-appointed
receiver has certain duties with respect to employees that were such at
its appointment. Likewise Touchstone had duties and obligations to
these employees while Receiver (such as Records of Employment’s to be
completed within 5 days of termination, please provide copies of those
to the Receiver).
Finally, the Receiver’s position is that rent for November 2020 paid to
Touchstone properly falls to the estate and will be seeking the direction
of the court in that regard.
Again , we request the below detail, and again request that if this issue
can expedited by a telephone call, we will arrange same.
Further, please direct all correspondence to my attention, as counsel to
the Receiver. Thank-you.
2
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Accounting/Delivery of Records
The Receiver’s request made to you on November 3, 2020 for the books and records of 185 Ontario
(reproduced immediately below) remains outstanding.
Please refer to the Appointing Order and particularly paragraphs 4, 5 and 6. Pursuant to the
Appointing Order, both yourself personally and Touchstone Group Ltd. are obligated to provide all
of 1854313 Ontario’s (“185 Ontario”) records to the Receiver, including but not limited to the
following:










all books and records in your possession with respect to 185 Ontario including, but not
limited to:
o Account receivable listing
o Account payable listing
o General ledger
a full accounting of what transpired while you were in possession and control of the
mall
o including a detailed accounting of all receipts, including all rent collected by
Touchstone or any related party, with evidence of same
o including a detailed accounting of all disbursements, with evidence of same
a list of prospective tenants that you were in contact with
any events calendar/schedule
details of any COVID rent relief provided to tenants

details of any claim with the government for COVID financial assistance, along with
copies of all correspondence in relation to same
All employee records including any applicable Termination notices and Records of Employment
We again write to request that you and Touchstone provide full answer to the Receiver’s request,
and that you meet your obligations under the Appointing Order.
In addition to the above documents and information requested, the Receiver requires the following
information:



the name of all persons employed or contracted by you or Touchstone when in
possession and operating the mall






copies of all contracts with such persons




details of HST held back and any remittances made to CRA

an accounting of funds paid to such persons
details of all employee deductions at source held back by you or Touchstone
confirmation as to whether you or Touchstone opened accounts with CRA for HST (RT)
and employee source deductions (RP) and if any filings with CRA for RT or RP were made
confirmation as to whether you or Touchstone opened accounts for each employee or
former employee under the Wage Earner Protection Program Act?

Tim Hogan | HARRISON PENSA LLP | 450 Talbot St., London, Ontario
N6A 5J6 | tel 519-661-6743 | fax 519-667-3362 |
thogan@harrisonpensa.com
Assistant | Cathy Coleiro | tel 519-850-5568 |
ccoleiro@harrisonpensa.com
This e-mail may contain information that is privileged or confidential. If
you are not the intended recipient, please delete the e-mail and any
attachments and notify us immediately.
-----Original Message----From: Matthew Moyal <matthew@moyalandassociates.com>
Sent: Friday, November 13, 2020 3:30 PM
To: Boettger, Adam <aboettger@bdo.ca>
Subject: [EXT] downtown chatham centre
Enclosed please find attached income/expense
statement of our client , Touchstone Group ltd. ,with
respect to rental income received from August 1/20November 2/20 per terms of the Order.
We have further mailed to you checks in Touchstone's
possession related to this property.
Regards
Matthew Moyal
Lawyer for Touchstone Group Ltd.

<touchstone statement of account.doc>
3
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<mime-attachment>

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize and
can verify the sender and know the content is safe.
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Timothy C. Hogan
Direct Line: (519)-661-6743
thogan@harrisonpensa.com
Assistant: Cathy Coleiro
Direct Line: (519) 850-5568
ccoleiro@harrisonpensa.com

November 19, 2020
Via E-Mail - matthew@moyalandassociates.com
Moyal & Moyal
Barristers & Solicitors
8 Finch Ave. W.
North York, ON M2N6L1
Attention: Matthew Moyal
Dear Sir:
Re:

BDO Canada Limited – Court-Appointed Receiver (the “Receiver”)
of the Property of 1854313 Ontario Limited (“185 Ontario or DCC”)
Our File No. 184506

We are responding to issues raised as between the Receiver and the Touchstone Group
Ltd. (“Touchstone”) in email correspondence between the dates of November 2, 2020
and November 16, 2020.
Our response to issues raised in these emails is as follows, noting that the Receiver
does intend to report to the Court on various matters, including the below issues, and
seek certain direction and relief as soon as possible.
Accounting/Delivery of Records
By emails dated November 3, 2020, November 5, 2020, November 6, 2020, November
11, 2020 and November 16, 2020, the Receiver made requests, pursuant to the
Appointing Order for the following records (excerpt from e-mails below):
Please refer to the Appointing Order and particularly paragraphs 4, 5 and 6. Pursuant to the Appointing Order, both
yourself personally and Touchstone Group Ltd. are obligated to provide all of 1854313 Ontario’s (“185 Ontario”) records
to the Receiver, including but not limited to the following:
 all books and records in your possession with respect to 185 Ontario including, but not limited to:
o Account receivable listing
o Account payable listing
o General ledger
 a full accounting of what transpired while you were in possession and control of the mall
o including a detailed accounting of all receipts, including all rent collected by Touchstone or any
related party, with evidence of same
o including a detailed accounting of all disbursements, with evidence of same
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a list of prospective tenants that you were in contact with
any events calendar/schedule
details of any COVID rent relief provided to tenants
details of any claim with the government for COVID financial assistance, along with copies of all
correspondence in relation to same
All employee records including any applicable Termination notices and Records of Employment
We again write to request that you and Touchstone provide full answer to the Receiver’s request, and that you meet your
obligations under the Appointing Order.
In addition to the above documents and information requested, the Receiver requires the following information:
 the name of all persons employed or contracted by you or Touchstone when in possession and operating the
mall
 copies of all contracts with such persons
 an accounting of funds paid to such persons
 details of all employee deductions at source held back by you or Touchstone
 confirmation as to whether you or Touchstone opened accounts with CRA for HST (RT) and employee source
deductions (RP) and if any filings with CRA for RT or RP were made
 details of HST held back and any remittances made to CRA
 confirmation as to whether you or Touchstone opened accounts for each employee or former employee under
the Wage Earner Protection Program Act?

We can advise that, upon the Receiver taking care and control of the Property, no
substantive or current books and records found at DCC’s office located in the mall.
You have indicated, and the Receiver understands, that Touchstone Group Ltd. was a
“Receiver” of the Property commencing on or around August 1, 2020. The statement of
account that Touchstone did provide to the Receiver on November 13, 2020 is lacking
sufficient detail and is of no real assistance to the Receiver.
Further, the records requested, specifically to the employees of 185 Ontario are relevant
to the Receiver.
The Receiver does require full disclosure of all DCC records and will be seeking
direction in that regard.
Tenant Rent Collected for November and Rent Relief
The Receiver has requested from Touchstone an accounting of and payment to the
Receiver for the rent collected for November 2020 from all tenants (including Good Life
Fitness).
Touchstone’s position is that such rent is not owed to the Receiver based upon the
Receiver providing notice to the service list on November 3, 2020 that the Receiver had
taken possession of the Property (as defined in the Appointing Order) as of October 30,
2020.
It is the Receiver’s position that all November rent, including the rental paid by Good Life
in the sum of $15,347.54, is due to the Receiver for the following reasons:
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1. the Receiver took care and control of the Property on October 30, 2020 and
advised tenants at that time to pay all rent to the Receiver;
2. paragraph 5 of the Appointing Order is clear that Touchstone and Matthew Moyal
shall “forthwith provide the Receiver with …remittance of any rent collected from
any tenants of the Debtor in connection with [Property];
3. the Receiver is operating the mall for the month of November and Touchstone
has not earned the November rent nor has right to the rent as a subsequent
secured creditor; and
4. the rent paid was received by Touchstone following the Appointment Order
(October 29, 2020).
The Receiver does reserve all claims for rent received pending its review of the records
provided by Touchstone.
Further, the Receiver has identified three (3) agreements for rent reduction/relief
provided by Touchstone. These three agreements are dated September 15, 2020.
Please advise the Receiver, and provide copies of all agreements for rent
reduction/relief provided by Touchstone or yourself.
Further, please advise if Touchstone or yourself have made application under the
Canada Emergency Commercial Rent Assistance (CECRA) for loans, and if any funds
were received our are to be received? Please provide documentation in relation to same.
Sales Process
The Receiver intends to run a fulsome sales process to expose the Property to the
market. The Receiver is not agreeable to providing touch tone with a right of 1st refusal.
The Receiver will be providing a report to the Court with respect to its intended sales
process in due course.
Employee Matters
The actions and steps taken by Touchstone as receiver under section 243 to of the
Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act (the “BIA”) and section 2 (3) of the Wage Earner
Protection Program Act (“WEPPA”) are relevant to the Receiver’s administration of the
estate. In this regard and as part of the Receiver’s request for records noted above, the
receiver is seeking information as to Touchstone’s dealings with the employees of 185
Ontario.
We enquire as to whether:
1. Touchstone advised 185 Ontario’s employees of the claim process under
WEPPA and was a claim filed?
2. Did Touchstone hold back and remit the monies due to Service Canada under
section 81.4 of the BIA as a claim in priority to Touchstone?
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3. Did Touchstone terminate employees when its receivership commenced?
4. Did Touchstone issue Records of Employment or T4’s to employees?
5. Did Touchstone contact Canada Revenue Agency to have payroll and HST
audits completed and were such audits undertaken?
Solar Panel Lease
The Receiver has in hand an Amended and Restated Lease as between 185 Ontario
and SPN LP2 dated May 21, 2014 and an Acknowledgment and Receipt of Rent Paid
dated May 5, 2017. The Receiver understands that these documents related to Solar
panels located on the roof of the Property.
From these documents, the Receiver understands that 185 Ontario as Landlord directed
the payment of the sum of $452,000 to Touchstone in full satisfaction of all rent owed
under the lease, through a 20 year term to April 28, 2037.
We would ask that Touchstone confirm receipt of the sum of $452,000 under the terms
as detailed above.
Miscellaneous Issues
Touchstone has requested copies of leases provided by 185 Ontario to and held by The
Bank of Nova Scotia. We have indicated that the Receiver it not able unable to provide
you copies of the leases and you should make your request to the Bank’s solicitor
directly. The Receiver will endeavor to provide to you copies of the leases received from
the tenants.
Touchstone did make a request for a copy of the insurance obtained by the receiver and
we are arranging for delivery of this to your attention.
As indicated above, the Receiver will be reporting to the Court on its administration of
the estate to date, including the above noted issues.
Yours truly,
HARRISON PENSA LLP

Timothy C. Hogan
TCH/cc
5659717_1
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Thomas Masterson
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Tim Hogan
Tuesday, December 8, 2020 8:17 AM
matthew@moyalandassociates.com
'Lonergan, Clark'; Boettger, Adam
BDO/185 Ontario - Touchstone [IWOV-HPMain.FID526336]
284058 BPCA Report 100 King Street West Chatham ON BDO DEC 3 2020.pdf; DCC Update Email to Touchstone / Mr. Moyal

Matthew,
We are providing you a report from the Receiver at this time with respect to the administration of the estate (please see
attached e-mail). We would be happy to discuss this with you.

Further, we are attaching the Baseline Property Condition Assessment completed for the Receiver dated December 3,
2020. A copy of this report is provided to you for information purposes only, and is to be kept confidential and not
disclosed or relied on by Touchstone.
In response to your e-mail, we can advise:
1. The leases provided are the leases currently in place. Any leases that would have been provided to BNS by its
borrower, are as between BNS and its borrower. These documents are not the Receiver’s to give you, and at this
stage are not relevant to the administration of the estate and the sale of the mall. We have previously advised
you to seek these leases from Bank counsel, and make that request again;
2. The Receiver sees a right of first refusal as detrimental to a sales process. Neither of Touchstone nor BNS, by
virtue of security held, have a contractual or other right of first refusal (also no additional consideration has
been provided for that right). The Receiver wishes to see a sales process that maximizes the ultimate return to
the estate and results in the highest price of the mall. It is the Receiver’s opinion that granting a blanket right or
first refusal to Touchstone will negatively affect the sales process as the Receiver will be required to notify the
Court and potential buyers of the right granted. Touchstone is free to make an offer to the Receiver to buy the
mall within the defined and Court approved sales process.
I again follow on the Receiver’s requests for documents and information as have been detailed in e-mails and letters. I
urge you to meet those requests as soon as possible.
Again, we will be happy to discuss these matters with you.
Tim Hogan | HARRISON PENSA
thogan@harrisonpensa.com

LLP

| 450 Talbot St., London, Ontario N6A 5J6 | tel 519-661-6743 | fax 519-667-3362 |

Assistant | Cathy Coleiro | tel 519-850-5568 | ccoleiro@harrisonpensa.com
This e-mail may contain information that is privileged or confidential. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete
the e-mail and any attachments and notify us immediately.

From: Matthew Moyal <matthew@moyalandassociates.com>
Sent: Sunday, December 6, 2020 9:58 AM
To: Tim Hogan <thogan@harrisonpensa.com>
1
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Cc: Lonergan, Clark <clonergan@bdo.ca>; Boettger, Adam <aboettger@bdo.ca>
Subject: Re: [EXT] Fwd: BDO/185 [IWOV-HPMain.FID526336]

[EXTERNAL EMAIL]

Thank you but are you saying that the leases provided to Scotiabank by the debtor syed Bukhari at the time he
received the mortgage is not available to you to be provided to you by Scotiabank?????
Secondly , as a secured second mortgagee with $4 million registered at stake why would you oppose providing
right of first refusal of any bona fide offer received during the sale process ??? Allan Lipman initially was not
opposed to it .
Regards
Matthew
On Dec 6, 2020, at 7:29 AM, Tim Hogan <thogan@harrisonpensa.com> wrote:
Matthew, as requested we are providing all copies of leases understood to be presently in place
and available to the Receiver Here is the link: https://harrisonpensamy.sharepoint.com/:f:/p/lprovost/Ei1LBWNgbylIvh44jSw6plcB5nQ_ukwtYs_b1xBuxfdW8A?e=Q
UijKJ
Please keep these leases confidential though the Receiver’s sales process.
Tim Hogan | HARRISON PENSA LLP | 450 Talbot St., London, Ontario N6A 5J6 | tel 519-661-6743 | fax
519-667-3362 | thogan@harrisonpensa.com
Assistant | Cathy Coleiro | tel 519-850-5568 | ccoleiro@harrisonpensa.com
This e-mail may contain information that is privileged or confidential. If you are not the intended
recipient, please delete the e-mail and any attachments and notify us immediately.

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize and
can verify the sender and know the content is safe.

The information contained in this communication is confidential and intended only for the use of those to whom it is addressed. If you have
received this communication in error, please notify me by telephone (collect if necessary) and delete or destroy any copies of it. Thank you.
BDO Canada LLP (and its affiliates), a Canadian limited liability partnership, is a member of BDO International Limited, a UK company limited
by guarantee, and forms part of the international BDO network of independent member firms.
BDO is the brand name for the BDO network and for each of the BDO Member Firms.
Le contenu de ce courriel est confidentiel et à l’intention du (des) destinataire(s) seulement. Si vous recevez cette transmission par erreur,
veuillez m’aviser immédiatement par téléphone en utilisant le numéro mentionné ci-haut (à frais virés si nécessaire). Veuillez effacer ou
détruire toutes copies de ce courriel reçues. Merci de votre collaboration.
BDO Canada s.r.l./S.E.N.C.R.L. (et ses filiales), une société canadienne à responsabilité limitée/société en nom collectif à responsabilité
limitée, est membre de BDO International Limited, société de droit anglais, et fait partie du réseau international de sociétés membres
indépendantes BDO.
BDO est la marque utilisée pour désigner le réseau BDO et chacune de ses sociétés membres.
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CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize and
can verify the sender and know the content is safe.
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Timothy C. Hogan
Direct Line: (519)-661-6743
thogan@harrisonpensa.com
Assistant: Cathy Coleiro
Direct Line: (519) 850-5568
ccoleiro@harrisonpensa.com

November 26, 2020
Via E-Mail clonergan@bdo.ca
BDO Canada Limited
20 Wellington Street East, Suite 500
Toronto, Ontario M5E 1C5
Attention: Mr. Lonergan
Dear Sir:
Re:

BDO Canada Limited, Court appointed Receiver (the “Receiver”) of the
Property of 1854313 Ontario Limited (the “Debtor”)
Our File No. 184506

This will confirm your instructions for us to review and provide an opinion to the
Receiver, regarding the security provided by the Debtor to The Bank of Nova Scotia (the
“Bank”).
In preparing this opinion, we have reviewed the following documentation:
1. A Personal Property Security Act (“PPSA”) search as against the Debtor current
to November 10, 2020;
2. A corporate profile of the Debtor;
3. Affidavit of Rocco Fabiano, sworn October 26, 2020 in Ontario Superior Court of
Justice (Commercial List) (the “Court”) File No. CV-20-00650239-00CL, and all
exhibits to same (the “Application”);
4. Order of the Court in the Application dated October 29, 2020 (the “Appointment
Order”);
5. General Security Agreement from the Debtor dated November 10, 2019 (the
“GSA”);
6. Collateral Charge/Mortgage from the Debtor, in the principal sum of $14,000,000,
receipted as instrument no. CK166291 on November 18, 2019 (the “Mortgage”)
over real property (the “Chatham Property”) legally described as:
a. LOTS 1 TO 20, PLAN 16, MARKET BLOCK, PLAN OLD
SURVEY(FORMERLY EAST MARKET SQUARE AND WEST MARKET
SQUARE) LOTS 85 TO 89, PART OF LOTS 78, 81 & 84, PART OF
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SIXTH ST. PLAN OLD SURVEY AND PART OF LANE, PLAN 16
CLOSED BY 375265 & 227898, AS IN 370184 AND DESIGNATED AS
PARTS 1 TO 30, 32 TO 35, 37 TO 52, 24R2372 EXCEPT PART 1,
24R3074, SIT 388756 ; DOWNTOWN CHATHAM CENTRE; SUBJECT
TO AN EASEMENT IN GROSS OVER PART OF LOTS 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
8, 9, 16, 17, 18, 19& LANE, PLAN 16 AND PART OF LOTS 81, 84, 86 &
MARKET BLOCK, OLD SURVEY, DESIGNATED AS PARTS 4, 5, 6, 7 &
9, 24R8587 AS IN CK89601; SUBJECT TO AN EASEMENT IN GROSS
OVER PART OF LOTS 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 16, 17, 18, 19 & LANE,
PLAN 16 AND PART OF LOTS 81, 84 & MARKET BLOCK, OLD
SURVEY, DESIGNATED AS PARTS 2, 5 & 9, 24R8587 AS IN CK89603;
MUNICIPALITY CHATHAM-KENT (PIN 00504-0289 LT).
7. Assignment of Rents receipted as instrument no. CK166292 on November 18,
2019 over the Chatham Property and General Assignment of Rents dated
November 10, 2019 (collectively the “Rent Assignment”); and,
8. Standard Charge Terms 200012 to the Mortgage (the “Standard Charge
Terms”).
A.

Assumptions and Qualifications

The comments and opinions hereafter expressed are subject to the assumptions and
qualifications detailed at Schedule “B” to this letter.
B.

The Debtor

The Debtor was incorporated pursuant the laws of Ontario on July 4, 2011, with its
registered office located in Hamilton, Ontario.

C.

The Personal Property Security

We have reviewed the GSA. The GSA is enforceable on its face, attachment having
occurred pursuant to the provisions of the PPSA on the date of execution by the Debtor
and the advance of funds by the Bank to the Debtor.
The GSA shows the grantor of the GSA as the Debtor; however, is executed by 1854313
Ontario “Inc.”
We conclude that the execution line of the GSA using “Inc.” and not “Limited” is not fatal
to the attachment and enforceability of the GSA, based on our review of jurisprudence
under the former section 9(2) of the PPSA, and current sections 11 (2) and 46(4) of the
PPSA. This conclusion is well supported by the jurisprudence; however, may be subject
to further judicial review.
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The GSA grants a continuing security interest in all of the Debtor’s present and after
acquired personal property and undertaking including without limitation, inventory, goods
(which are not inventory or consumer goods), accounts, intangibles, equipment, and
vehicles (all as defined therein).
We have completed a certified PPSA search current to November 10, 2020 as against
the Debtor and we note the following registrations:
DATE
(FILE NUMBER)
2019/11/15
(757652526)

SECURED
CREDITOR
The Bank of
Nova Scotia

COLLATERAL

NOTES

Inventory,
Equipment,
Accounts, Other,
Motor Vehicle

Amount: $14,000,000
No Fixed Maturity Date
General Security Agreements and
Postponement Agreements

2020/06/03
(762375474)

The Bank of
Nova Scotia

2020/07/29
(764203545)

Touchstone Group
Ltd.

Inventory,
Equipment,
Accounts, Other,
Motor Vehicle
Other

Date of Maturity: July 29, 2025
All Rent Collected from tenants of
100 King Street West and 46
Wellington Street West, Chatham,
ON

The GSA and the Rent Assignment are each perfected by the above noted registration
under the PPSA dated November 15, 2019 in favour of the Bank.
We note the second-in-priority registration of Touchstone Group Ltd. as against rents
collected from the Chatham Property.
D.

The Real Property Security

The Debtor has provided the following charge/mortgage, and other real property
security, to the Bank:
a. The Mortgage; and,
b. The Rent Assignment.
Pursuant to the Standard Charge Terms, the Mortgage is collateral security for all
obligations, debts and liabilities, present or future, direct or indirect owing by the Debtor
to the Bank.
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We have completed a sub-search on the Chatham Property current to November 11,
20201 which provides as follows:
DATE

INSTRUMENT
TYPE

AMOUNT

Various from Notice of Lease
1983/04/26
to
2015/02/09

2013/11/01 Transfer

$3,400,000

2013/11/01 Notice

2015/02/09 Notice of Lease
2018/06/26 Apl Ch Name Inst

$2

PARTIES FROM

PARTIES TO

Various

Steinberg Inc., SimpsonsSears Limited, Chatham
Centre Mall Limited, Suzy
Shier (Canada) Ltd., Dylex
Ltd., Nautilus Fitness and
Raquets Centre Inc.
1854313 Ontario Limited

The Corporation of the
Municipality of ChathamKent
The Corporation of the
Municipality of ChathamKent
1854313 Ontario Limited Solar Power Network 002 Inc.
Solar Power Network 002 2332852 Ontario Inc.
Inc

2019/07/30 Plan Ref
2019/11/18 Charge
2019/11/18
2019/11/27
2019/11/27
2020/06/29

2020/08/06
2020/10/27
2020/11/03

$14,000,000 1854313 Ontario
The Bank of Nova Scotia
Limited
No Assgn Rent
1854313 Ontario
The Bank of Nova Scotia
Gen
Limited
Charge
$4,000,000 1854313 Ontario Limited Touchstone Group Ltd.
No Assgn Rent Gen
1854313 Ontario Limited Touchstone Group Ltd.
No Sec Interest
$34,677
Enercare Home and
Commercial Services Inc.
Enercare Home and
Commercial Services
Limited Partnership
Construction Lien $24,133
Kone Inc.
Certificate
Kone Inc.
Apl Court Order
BDO Canada Limited

On our review of the above summarized sub-search we conclude that the Mortgage is a
first in time registered charge as against title to the Chatham Property in favour of the
Bank, subject to:
a) prior ranking registrations, including the various Notices of Lease;
1

The full summary is long and has been appended as Schedule “A” to this Letter. The summary
here shows only results subsequent to the purchase of the Chatham Property by the Debtor, save
for various Notice of Lease.
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b) any unregistered interest, deemed trust, and statutory created priorities and
charges (including realty tax arrears)
c) charges under the Appointing Order
d) the priorities as set out at section 78 of the Construction Act.
The Rent Assignment is executed the Debtor. The term “Lands” is not defined in the
Rent Assignment and it appears that the intent was that the term’s definition was
intended to be included at 1 (b) of the document. This slip is not fatal to the enforcement
of the document as the Rent Assignment refers to the Charge and includes the correct
municipal description of the Land. The Assignment of Rents is enforceable and assigns
the Leases and the Rents (as defined therein).

E.

Summary

In summary, and subject to the foregoing, we can provide the following opinion subject
to the below noted Assumptions and Qualifications:
1. The GSA is attached, perfected and enforceable as against the Debtor, and
creates a valid and registered security interest granted by the Debtor to the Bank.
We note the second-in-time registration of Touchstone;
2. The Mortgage is a first in time registered charge on title to the Chatham Property,
and creates a first in time priority charge as against the Chatham Property,
subject to the various interests or potential interests noted above;
3. The Rent Assignment is enforceable and assigns the Leases and the Rents (as
defined therein);
4. The GSA, the Mortgage, and the Rent Assignment are each subject to the
charges under the Appointment Order and any statutory deemed trust that may
stand in priority to same.
Yours truly,
HARRISON PENSA LLP

Timothy C. Hogan
TCH/cc
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SCHEDULE “A”
REAL PROPERTY SEARCH RESULTS
DATE

INSTRUMENT
TYPE

AMOUNT

1971/06/18 Bylaw
1981/09/30 Bylaw
1983/03/04 Agreement

$1

1983/04/26 Notice
1983/04/26 Agreement

1983/05/25 Notice
1983/05/27 Agreement

1983/06/17 Agreement

1983/08/25 Agreement
198501/08

Agreement

1985/01/08 Agreement

$1

PARTIES FROM

The Corporation of the
City of Chatham
The Corporation of the
City of Chatham
The Corporation of the
City of Chatham
Chatham Centre Mall
Limited
Chartwood
Developments Limited
Cambridge Leaseholds
Limited
Regbrooke Limited
Regional Shopping
Centres Limited
Chatham Centre Mall
Limited
Chartwood
Developments Limited
Cambridge Leaseholds
Limited
Regbrooke Limited
Regional Shopping
Centres Limited
The Corporation of the
City of Chatham (1st Pt.)
Chartwood
Developments Limited
Cambridge Leaseholds
Limited
Regbrooke Limited
Regional Shopping
Centres Limited (3rd Pt.)
The Corporation of the
City of Chatham
Cambridge Leaseholds
Limited
Cambridge Leaseholds
Limited

PARTIES TO

Union Gas Limited
Steinberg Inc.
Steinberg Inc.

Simpsons-Sears Limited
Simpsons-Sears Limited (2nd
Pt.)
Chatham Centre Mall Limited
(3rd Pt.)

Union Gas Limited

Steinberg Inc.
Sears Canada Inc.
Steinberg Inc.
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1985/01/08 Agreement

Regional Shopping
Centres
Cambridge Leaseholds
Limited
Cambridge Leaseholds
Limited
Regbrooke Limited
Regional Shopping
Centres Limited
Regional Shopping
Centres (COB)

1985/01/08 Agreement
1985/01/08 Agreement

1987/04/06 Notice of Lease
1987/04/06 Notice of Lease
2001/11/28 Notice of Lease

$2

2009/01/27 Apl CH Name Inst
2013/11/01 Transfer Easement

2013/11/01 Transfer

$3,400,000

2013/11/01 Notice

2015/02/09 Notice of Lease
2018/06/26 Apl Ch Name Inst
2019/07/30 Plan Ref
2019/11/18 Charge
2019/11/18 No Assgn Rent
Gen
2019/11/27 Charge
2019/11/28 Disch of Charge
2020/06/29 No Sec Interest

2020/08/06 Construction Lien
2020/10/27 Certificate

$2

Chartwood Developments
Limited
Sears Canada Inc.
Steinberg Inc.

Chatham Centre Mall Ltd.Suzy Shier (Canada) Ltd.
Chatham Centre Mall Ltd.Dylex Ltd.
Chatham Centre Mall Ltd.Nautilus Fitness and Raquets
Centre Inc.
Cambridge Leaseholds Ivanhoe Cambridge I Inc.
Limited
The Corporation of the Entegrus Powerlines Inc.
Municipality of ChathamKent
The Corporation of the 1854313 Ontario Limited
Municipality of ChathamKent
The Corporation of the
Municipality of ChathamKent
1854313 Ontario Limited Solar Power Network 002 Inc.
Solar Power Network 002 2332852 Ontario Inc.
Inc

$14,000,000 1854313 Ontario
The Bank of Nova Scotia
Limited
1854313 Ontario
The Bank of Nova Scotia
Limited
$4,000,000 1854313 Ontario Limited Touchstone Group Ltd.
1854313 Ontario Limited Touchstone Group Ltd.
Touchstone Group Ltd.
$34,677
Enercare Home and
Commercial Services Inc.
Enercare Home and
Commercial Services
Limited Partnership
$24,133
Kone Inc.
Kone Inc.
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2020/11/03 Apl Court Order

BDO Canada Limited
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SCHEDULE "B"
ASSUMPTIONS
A.

Authenticity and Accuracy

We have assumed the genuineness of all signatures, the legal capacity at all
relevant times of any natural persons signing any documents and the
authenticity and completeness of all documents submitted to us as copies
thereof. We have also assumed the accuracy and currency of all indices, filing
and registration systems maintained at the public offices where we have
searched or inquired or have caused searches or inquiries to be conducted,
as set forth herein, the reliability of all search results obtained by electronic
transmission and the accuracy of the result of any printed or computer search
of any office of public record.
B.

Capacity

We have assumed that the Debtor (and where applicable third parties
executing guarantees and other agreements) had the requisite capacity to
enter into and perform their obligations under each of the documents as set
out in this opinion (the “Documents”) at the time each of the Documents
were executed and delivered.
C.

Security Documents

We have assumed that:

D.

(a)

none of the Documents have been assigned, released,
discharged or otherwise impaired, either in whole or in part by
the Bank and there are no agreements (other than the
Documents) between the Debtor and the Bank that are relevant
to the matters discussed in this letter; and

(b)

none of the assets charged by the security agreements
included in the Documents are property for which conflicts rules
provide that charges or security interests in such property are
governed by the laws of a jurisdiction other than the Province of
Ontario.

Existence of Debt and Security Matters

We have assumed that:
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E.

(a)

value has been given by the Bank to the Debtor and payment
and other obligations remain outstanding by the Debtor to the
Bank;

(b)

each of the Documents was duly executed and delivered by the Debtor;

(c)

each of the Documents was issued for valuable consideration
and that all of the conditions precedent contained in each of
the Documents, if any, were satisfied or waived;

(d)

attachment of the security interests constituted by the
Documents have occurred within the meaning of the PPSA;

(e)

the Debtor has an interest in the collateral expressed to be
subject to each of the Documents;

(f)

insofar as any obligation under any of the Documents is to be
performed in any jurisdiction outside the Province of Ontario, its
performance will not be illegal or unenforceable by virtue of the
laws of that other jurisdiction;

(g)

the Collateral subject to the security agreements does not
include consumer goods (as defined in the PPSA); and

(h)

we have relied, without independent verification, upon matters
of fact certified by public officials;

(i)

any security assigned was done so with proper and legal notice
to the Debtor.

Factual Matters

We have assumed that no fact exists, or has existed, which would entitle the
Debtor to assert or obtain a remedy at law or in equity (such as, without
limitation, rectification, rescission or release from a contract through frustration)
affecting the validity, legality, binding effect or enforceability of any of the
Documents.
F.

Entire Agreement

We have assumed that there is no written or oral agreement or other
understanding and there is no trade usage or course of conduct or prior
dealing, which would vary the interpretation or application of any term or
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condition of any of the Documents, and there have been no amendments,
restatements, deletions or other modifications to any of the Documents.
G.

Choice of Laws

We have assumed that the governing law of each of the Documents is the law
of the Province of Ontario. Where the Province of Quebec is the governing law
no opinion is provided.

QUALIFICATIONS

A.

Title

We express no opinion concerning title to any property that proposes to be
subject to any security constituted by the Documents and such title has been
assumed to the full extent necessary to express the opinion contained herein.
We have not conducted a Planning Act (Ontario) adjoining owners search in
respect of Planning Act (Ontario) compliance with respect to the Mortgage
registered against the Real Property.

B.

Enforceability

All opinions which expressly or by necessity relate to the enforceability of the
Documents (which, as used in this Schedule and as the context may require,
includes validity, legality and binding effect) are subject to:
(a) applicable bankruptcy, insolvency, winding up, arrangement,
liquidation, fraudulent preference and conveyance, reorganization,
moratorium and realization laws and other similar laws (including,
without limitation and notwithstanding any specific references herein,
provisions of the PPSA) at the time affecting the rights and remedies of
creditors generally;
(b) equitable limitations on, and defences against, the availability of
remedies and equitable principles of application to particular
proceedings at law or in equity and no opinion is expressed regarding
the availability of any equitable remedy (including those of specific
performance and injunction), which remedies are only available in the
discretion of a court of competent jurisdiction;
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(c) the power of a court to grant relief from forfeiture;
(d) applicable laws regarding the limitation of actions;
(e) the court's powers to stay proceedings and execution of judgments;
(f) the court's discretion to decline to hear any action or give effect to an
obligation if to do so would be contrary to public policy or if it is not the
proper forum to hear such action;
(g) limitations which may be imposed by law or equity on the effectiveness
of terms exculpating a party from a liability or limiting the liability of a
party;
(h) limitations upon the right of a creditor to receive immediate payment of
amounts stated to be or which may become payable on demand;
(i) limitations upon the right of a party to enforce a provision based upon a
minor or non-substantive default;
(j) implied obligations requiring good faith, fair-dealing and
reasonableness in performance and enforcement of a contract; and
(k) any requirement that "interest", as defined in section 347 of the
Criminal Code (Canada), be paid at an effective annual rate in excess
of 60% is not enforceable; and
(l) the fact that a court may require that a debtor be given a reasonable
time to repay following a demand for payment and prior to taking any
action to enforce any right of repayment or before exercising any of the
rights and remedies expressed to be exercisable in any of the
Documents.
We express no opinion as to the enforceability of any provision of the Documents:
(a) which purports to waive all defences which might be available to, or
constitute a discharge of the liability of the grantor thereof;
(b) to the extent it purports to exculpate the holder thereof, its agents or
any receiver, manager or receiver-manager appointed by it from liability
in respect of acts or omissions which may be illegal or fraudulent or
which may involve wilful misconduct;
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(c) which states that amendments or waivers of or with respect to the
Documents that are not in writing will not be effective;
(d) which requires any person to pay, or to indemnify another person of,
the costs and expenses of such other person in connection with judicial
proceedings, since those provisions may derogate from a court's
discretion to determine by whom and to what extent those costs should
be paid; and
(e) provisions contained in the Documents which purport to sever any
provision which is prohibited or unenforceable under applicable law
without affecting the enforceability or validity of the remainder of that
Document may be enforced only in the discretion of a court.
A receiver or receiver and manager appointed pursuant to the provisions of the
Documents may, for certain purposes, be treated by a court as being the agent
of the holder thereof and not solely the agent of the grantor thereof, as
applicable, and the holder thereof may not be deemed to be acting as the
agent and attorney of such grantor in making such appointment,
notwithstanding any agreement to the contrary.
The obligations of the parties to the Documents and the enforceability thereof
are subject to qualifications which, by law, equity or usage, are incidental
thereto by their nature, including, without limitation:

C.

(a)

the parties must have exercised and must continue to exercise
good faith in the negotiation, implementation and enforcement
of the Documents; and

(b)

the Currency Act (Canada) pursuant to which a court in
Canada will render judgment only in lawful money of Canada.

Limitations
We have made no investigation in respect of the requirements prescribed in
Part IV of the Financial Administration Act (Canada) relating to the assignment
of federal Crown debts. An assignment of federal Crown debts which does not
comply with that Act is ineffective as between the assignor and the assignee
and as against the Crown. Consequently, the Documents cannot validly charge
federal Crown debts unless that Act is complied with.

D.

Special Property, Security Interests and Registrations
1.

Special Property
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We express no opinion as to whether a security interest may be created in:

(a)

property consisting of a receivable, licence, approval, privilege,
franchise, permit, lease or agreement (collectively, "Special
Property") to the extent that the terms of the Special Property
or any applicable law prohibit its assignment or require, as a
condition of its assignability, a consent, approval or other
authorization or registration which has not been made or given;
or

(b)

permits, quotas or licences which are held by or issued to the Debtor.

We express no opinion as to any security interest or hypothec created by the
Documents with respect to any property of the grantor thereof that is
transformed in such a way that it is not identifiable or traceable or any
proceeds of property of such grantor that is not identifiable or traceable.
2.

Security Interests and Registrations

No searches have been made:

(a)

under the Patent Act (Canada), the Trade-marks Act (Canada),
the Industrial Designs Act (Canada), or the Copyright Act
(Canada),

(b)

under the Canada Shipping Act, 2001 in respect of any vessel
which is registered or recorded under that Act,

(c)

under the Canada Transportation Act or the Railways Act
(Ontario) in respect of any rolling stock to which the provisions
of either of those Acts may apply.
Where a motor vehicle (as defined in the Regulation under the
PPSA), situate in the Province of Ontario, is sold other than in
the ordinary course of business by the Debtor, and the motor
vehicle is classified as "equipment" of the Debtor, a purchaser
may take the motor vehicle free from any security interests
created by the Documents in any such motor vehicles unless
the Vehicle Identification Numbers of the motor vehicles are
set out in the PPSA registrations in favour of the Bank unless
the purchaser knew that the sales constituted a breach of the
Documents.
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None of the Documents have been registered so as to protect and preserve
any security interest, hypothec, mortgage or charge thereof against nor have
we searched for any encumbrances created by the Debtor on any ship, or as
against any coal, mineral, placer, mining or petroleum and natural gas lease,
license or claim, owned or which may be acquired by the Debtor. Accordingly,
any hypothecs, security interests and mortgages on such property will be
subject to the rights of third parties who at any time acquire and perfect or
render opposable to third parties an interest in those assets.
E. Collateral
No opinion is given as to as to the priority of any security interest created by
the Documents, as to whether the grantor of any Document has title to or any
right in any collateral or property purported to be subject to the Documents, or
as to the completeness or accuracy of any description of such collateral.
Accordingly, no opinion is given as to the effectiveness of the security as
security, where effectiveness depends on title or description of the property
purported to be charged or assigned, as the case may be.
F.

Searches
We have only searched against the Debtor. We have not conducted any land
titles office or other searches with respect to encumbrances against real
property or any interests therein or any statutory lien, court registry or other
searches.

G.

Choice of Law
We have made no investigation of the laws of any jurisdiction other than, and
our advice is confined to, the laws of the Province of Ontario and the federal
laws of Canada applicable therein.

H.

Maintaining Perfection
We express no opinion with respect to maintaining perfection of any security
interest created by any of the Security Documents.

I.

Priority
1. No opinion is expressed as to the rank or priority, or as to the effect of perfection
or opposability to third parties on the rank or priority, of any security interest,
mortgage or charge created by any of the Documents.
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Tel: 416 865 0210
Fax: 416 865 0904
www.bdo.ca

BDO Canada Limited
20 Wellington Street E, Suite 500
Toronto ON M5E 1C5 Canada

Strictly Private & Confidential
BDO Canada Limited
Court Appointed Receiver of
1854313 Ontario Limited o/a Downtown Chatham Centre
20 Wellington Street East, Suite 500
Toronto, Ontario M5H 1C5
Date

Invoice

December 7, 2020

CINV0-TBD

RE:

1854313 Ontario Limited o/a Downtown Chatham Centre - Court-Appointed Receivership

TO OUR FEE FOR PROFESSIONAL SERVICES rendered in connection with our appointment as Court
appointed Receiver of the above noted entities for the period from October 23, 2020 to November 30,
2020, as described below:

Our Fee

$

Courtesy Discount Given

176,783.75
(25,000.00)
151,783.75

Disbursements
Travel / Mileage
Hotel
Meals
PPSA Searches
Postage / Redirection of Mail

1,123.03
507.39
172.49
50.00
595.74

Subtotal
HST - 13.00% (#R101518124)

2,448.65
154,232.40
20,050.21

TOTAL

$ 174,282.61

Summary of Time Charges:
Hours
C. Lonergan, Partner
M. Marchand, Sr. Manager
A. Boettger, Manager
D. Zheng, Sr. Analyst
Administrative Support
Total

79.25
68.70
142.30
68.10
22.80
381.15

Rate
595.00
525.00
450.00
375.00
175.00

Amount
47,153.75
36,067.50
64,035.00
25,537.50
3,990.00
$ 176,783.75

BDO Canada Limited is an affiliate of BDO Canada LLP. BDO Canada LLP, a Canadian limited liability partnership, is a member of BDO International Limited, a UK
Company limited by guarantee, and forms part of the international BDO network of independent member firms.
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Date

Professional

Description

Hrs.

23-Oct-20

Clark Lonergan

Call with Bank and counsel(s) to discuss next steps, etc.

0.6

23-Oct-20

Matthew Marchand

Teleconference with BNS team, C. Lonergan, T. Hogan and A. Lipman
re: situation and next steps.

0.6

26-Oct-20

Clark Lonergan

Review of various Company background reports, BNS site visit,
proposed court materials, etc.

2.25

26-Oct-20

Doris Zheng

Call with M. Marchand; review appraisal, rent roll and lease
agreements; create tenant spreadsheet; contact property
management companies; prepare FCA insurance questionnaire.

4.2

26-Oct-20

Matthew Marchand

Review email and attachments from BNS re: site visit, appraisal,
leases and rent roll; provide direction to D. Zheng re: tenant
summary; review email and attachment from T. Hogan re: consent to
act; email correspondence with BNS re: property managers and
insurance; correspondence with C. Lonergan re planning, next steps
and related matters; correspondence with D. Zheng re: property
manager and insurance quotes; review email correspondence re:
status of demands and statutory notices; review draft receivership
order; review comments from C. Lonergan re: same; matters related
to opening extranet site; draft email re: draft receivership order.

2.6

27-Oct-20

Doris Zheng

Prepare FCA insurance questionnaire; correspondence with M.
Marchand and FCA; call with M. Marchand; correspondence re:
property management services; set up client portal.

2.3

27-Oct-20

Matthew Marchand

Review email correspondence re: corporate profile and consent to
act; request PPSA; review PPSA results; matters related to insurance
quote; review unit and tenant listing summary; correspondence with
D. Zheng re: same; correspondence with A. Boettger re: updates,
taking possession and related matters; email correspondence with
BNS re lease agreements and insurance; review email correspondence
re status of application; correspondence with C. Lonergan re:
updates; matters related to property manager search; matters
related to SharePoint portal for file transfer; correspondence with IT
re: receiver's extranet site.

2.3

28-Oct-20

Adam Boettger

Team planning discussions of pending receivership appointment;
coordinate the opening of receivership bank account; generate
standard receivership checklist; draft tenant letter; call with legal
counsel re: insurance; provide list to technician for preparing mailing
to tenants and coordinate same.

2.0

28-Oct-20

Clark Lonergan

Review of draft Order and discussion with Counsels re: endorsement
and insurance issues; discussion with BDO team and Bank re: the
same; various discussion with insurance brokers, etc.

3.75

28-Oct-20

Doris Zheng

Calls and correspondence with FCA insurance; calls and
correspondence re: property management services; call with M.
Marchand; contact prior insurers; review receivership plan.

3.4

28-Oct-20

Matthew Marchand

Correspondence with IT receiver's website; correspondence with
counsel re: same; correspondence re: Chatham property managers

5.2
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Date

Professional

Description

Hrs.

and local staffing; correspondence with D. Zheng re property manager
and insurance quotes; correspondence with BNS re: leases;
correspondence with BNS and counsel re: insurance; correspond with
team re: taking possession; matters related to opening bank account;
draft
receivership
plan;
correspondence
with
management/stakeholder re: insurance information; teleconference
with C. Lonergan, A. Boettger and T. Hogan.
29-Oct-20

Adam Boettger

Attend at BDO’s Chatham location; team discussion concerning site
visit and daily objectives; coordinate preparation of tenant letters;
perform walkthrough of publicly accessible areas and document with
photographs; discussions with employees/contractors of Company;
discussion of outstanding repairs and maintenance concerns; prepare
memo to file on Day 1 activities.

4.5

29-Oct-20

Clark Lonergan

Review of application material; various discussions with insurance
brokers; review of draft order and proposed changes; virtual
attendance at Court for the receivership application hearing; multiple
discussions with BDO team re: day 1 planning; discussions with the
Bank re: the same, etc.

5.25

29-Oct-20

Doris Zheng

Calls with FCA, M. Marchand, C. Lonergan and HUB International re:
insurance, correspondence with HUB International; call re: tenants;
fill insurance form provided by FCA.

2.1

29-Oct-20

Matthew Marchand

Review and revise letter to tenants; numerous correspondence with
multiple insurance brokers re: insurance; correspondence with C.
Lonergan and D. Zheng re: same; correspondence with A. Boettger re:
updates on taking possession and related matters; teleconference
with BNS, counsel and C. Lonergan re: insurance, taking possession
and related matters; correspondence with management/stakeholders
re: matters related to situation, role and mall operations; review
draft endorsements; correspondence with C. Lonergan re: same;
correspondence with A. Boettger re: updates on court order,
insurance and procedures, discuss property operations and next steps;
coordinate activities amongst team members; phone call with R.
former employee re: building operations, property management and
related matters; review endorsement and court order.

6.8

30-Oct-20

Adam Boettger

Attend at Company’s location; coordinate preparation of tenant
letters and mailing of same; fill-out QAR checklists; discussions with
employees/contractors of Company; coordinate locksmith, overnight
security and potential alarm system changes on date of possession;
deliver tenant letters to tenant with instructions for redirecting
future rental payments; travel to bank branch to deliver bank account
freeze letter.

7.2

30-Oct-20

Clark Lonergan

Various communications with insurance brokers; review and update
termination letters; review and update term and task letters; review
banking letter; review of tenant letter; day 1 planning with BDO
team; discussion with Counsel re: insurance, possession and
employees; update communication of day 1 activities; multiple
discussions with the Bank re: the same, etc.

6.25
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Date

Professional

Description

Hrs.

30-Oct-20

Doris Zheng

Review receivership order; correspondence re: property management
services; review rent roll prepared by former property manager.

2.3

30-Oct-20

Matthew Marchand

Correspondence with C. Lonergan re: updates, insurance, employees,
security and matters related to taking possession; correspondence
with insurance companies; correspondence with A. Boettger re:
matters related to taking possession; correspondence with D. Zheng
re: property management quotes; attend site; tour premises;
coordinate taking possession with A. Boettger; review court order;
meeting with employees on-site; phone call to employees not on site;
communication with security guards re: security plan and related
matters; correspondence with locksmiths re: change of locks;
correspondence with tenants re: serving of order; correspondence
with C. Lonergan re: updates; correspondence with D. Zheng re:
property management quotes and receiver's website.

7.7

1-Nov-20

Adam Boettger

Contact security company to discuss end of 24-hour security
requirements; team discussion of on-site attendance early next week
and items to address; draft termination letter; draft supplemental
terms and conditions for the term and task contract of specific
contractor of administrative services.

1.5

1-Nov-20

Matthew Marchand

Review email correspondence re: affidavit of M. Moyal;
correspondence with A. Boettger re: site visit planning; review and
organize correspondence received while taking possession; draft
email to T. Hogan re: register on title; draft emails to
management/stakeholder re: matters related to property
management.

1.9

2-Nov-20

Adam Boettger

Attend at Company’s location; discussion with former employee on
books and records and status of specific vendor accounts; coordinate
overnight security service; contact alarm company and coordinate
opening of new account and changing of codes; prepare amendments
to termination letter template; review electronic backup of computer
system; discussion with former employees concerning immediate
termination of services; team discussion of engagement status;
discussion of tentative property manager and building assessment
preparers; coordinate locksmith and meeting onsite; Review inquiry
from tenant regarding location to direct rent payments; finalize
termination letters for employees; finalize term and task letters for
employees; confirm account details with security company.

8.0

2-Nov-20

Clark Lonergan

Follow up on property insurance, termination letter and term and task
letter; review letters for Touchstone and Mr. Bukahri; employee
update re: property manager; discussion with counsel re: the same;
discussion with BDO team re: next steps planning, etc.

4.25

2-Nov-20

Doris Zheng

Review information provided by management/stakeholder; call with
M. Marchand; set up weekly cash flow template; set up rent roll
template; calls and correspondence re: property management
services; set up website; correspondence re: building condition
assessment quotes.

3.6
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2-Nov-20

Matthew Marchand

Review email correspondence re: notice to debtor and Touchstone;
review termination letters; provide A. Boettger with employee
information; draft term and task letters; phone call with former
employee re: employment status and related matters; draft email to
former employee re: same; correspondence with D. Zheng re: cash
flow, rent roll, property management quotes and CRA accounts; team
correspondence re: books and records, property management,
employees and related matters; correspondence with T. Hogan re:
property management and employees; correspondence with C.
Lonergan and T. Hogan re: property management conflict of interest
and related matters; correspondence with C. Lonergan re: updates;
correspondence with A. Coluccio re: insurance; review
correspondence re: matters related to insurance; review email
correspondence re: matters related to appraisal; correspondence
with former employee re: prospective purchasers; review and revise
letter for former employee; correspondence with technician re:
banking; review status of receiver's update; email correspondence
with T. Hogan re: letter to debtor; review email correspondence re:
direction of rent; review revised termination letters; matters related
to receiver's website;

6.5

3-Nov-20

Adam Boettger

Attend at Company’s location; review utility invoices and begin
cataloguing utility accounts and meter identification; provide
instructions to D. Zheng for contacting utility company; prepare
creditor listing based on available invoices and other records; meeting
with potential property management company; delivery tenant letter
regarding rent redirection; phone calls to tenant to discuss rent
redirection; review Company’s books and records; documenting
updated lease agreements for tenants; Investigate potential credit
balance of tenant and impact on future rent collections; review rent
reductions potentially tied to federal rent subsidies; locate copy of
old snow removal contract in Company’s records; review employee
files for former employee personnel information to be used in WEPPA
filings; review former employee files for information concerning
scheduled shifts; draft Notice and Statement of the Receiver and
related creditor listing.

8.7

3-Nov-20

Clark Lonergan

Property analysis and service update, including: finalizing appraisal
engagement scope and letter, tenant analysis and rent roll tracker
review and discussion with the Bank re: the same; property manager
and building assessment report update with the BDO team, etc.;
review service list update letter; discussion with BDO team and
counsel re: Touchstone and Bukahri letters, notice review, books and
records discussion with BDO team, real estate PIN search results and
acknowledgement of BDO on the land registry, etc.

5.25

3-Nov-20

Doris Zheng

Calls and correspondence re: building condition assessments; call with
C. Lonergan re: rent roll; calls and correspondence re: utilities;
review invoices and summarize utility accounts, correspondence re:
CRA accounts; prepare letter to CRA; review checklist for appraisal;
update call with M. Marchand.

5.5

3-Nov-20

Matthew Marchand

Correspondence from T. Hogan re: communication to stakeholders;
correspondence with technician re: banking and transactions; update
receivership plan; review correspondence re: insurance;

6.2
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correspondence with A. Boettger re: media inquires, books and
records, tenants, rent collections and priority property maintenance;
make inquiries for snow removal, sprinkler system inspection and
boiler repair quotes; correspondence with staff re: mail redirection;
review prior year fire inspection report; correspondence with D.
Zheng re: provide direction for tasks; review correspondence from A.
Boettger re: construction liens; draft email to A. Boettger re: land
registry title search.
4-Nov-20

Adam Boettger

Attend at Company’s location; arrange for mail redirection; draft and
send utility letter to Enbridge; review books and records of the
Company and catalogue relevant documents; team status phone call;
discussion and investigation of adjacent parking lot and reported sale
of same; review of financial statements, general ledger and asset
accounts; update creditor listing for inclusion with Receiver’s Notice;
discussions with alarm company concerning resetting of codes and
setting-up new account permissions; send former employees copies of
termination letters; meet with representative of Downtown BIA to
discuss intended event; consider the Receiver’s interest in allowing
community events on Premises; draft and send notice of receivership
and rent redirection letter to tenant; team discussion of WSIB rates;
review copies of old invoices and quotes in assessing current potential
costs for repairs and ongoing expenses; planning session with security
for reviewing vacant units, scheduling on-site visits and changing
alarm codes; prepare key signature document for security and
administrative office keys.

8.1

4-Nov-20

Clark Lonergan

Discussion with BDO team re: next steps and planning document,
including update on outstanding items, insurance update, property
manager update, appraisal update, 245/246 notice review and
discussion with BDO team re: the same, etc.

4.15

4-Nov-20

Doris Zheng

Status call with BDO team; calls and correspondence re: property
management services; building condition assessments; repair quotes;
walk-throughs and appraisal; set-up data room; review lease
documents; revise rent roll; review proposals.

6.9

4-Nov-20

Matthew Marchand

Review email correspondence re: documentation received from
tenants, rent roll, rent reduction letters, attornment letters and
insurance; teleconference with BDO team re: updates and next steps;
make inquiries for snow removal, sprinkler system inspection and
boiler repair quotes; review land registry search; review email and
attachments from T. Hogan re communication from debtor; review
and revise notice of receiver and receiver's statement;
correspondence with C. Lonergan re: issues and updates; matters
related to WSIB; phone call with K. Cote re: matters related to
security, alarm systems and fire safety reports.

5.4

5-Nov-20

Adam Boettger

Arrange for change of alarm codes; arrange for preparation of
contractor invoice template; discussion with security about how to
address inquiries from former employee; attempt to locate contact
information for event organizer; provide direction on alarm changes
to alarm company; review security contract and make inquiries to
security company about included terms; review responses from
security company.

2.1
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5-Nov-20

Clark Lonergan

Insurance, lease and building condition report update for the Bank
and discussion with the Bank re: the same; insurance discussion with
broker; discussion with counsel re: filing materials, Touchstone
correspondence, etc.; review of rent roll analysis; discussion with
BDO team re: building condition report, leases, etc.

3.85

5-Nov-20

Doris Zheng

Review BCA proposals, calls and correspondence re: BCAs; compare
lease documents; calls and correspondence re: lease documents;
correspondence re: property management service quote; prepare
contractor invoice template.

5.2

5-Nov-20

Matthew Marchand

Matters related to finalization of receiver's notice and statement;
make inquires for snow removal, fire safety inspection and boiler
repair; review correspondence re: lease discrepancies; review email
from T. Hogan re correspondence with creditor; review email from S.
Bukhari; review email from A. Boettger re findings; review emails and
attachments from M. Cassone re: parking lot registrations; review
email from T. Hogan re: turning over rent collections to receiver;
review email from Touchstone re: same; review correspondence re:
building condition report quotes; review correspondence from D.
Zheng re: revised rent roll; review email and attachment from A.
Boettger re: security services agreement; draft email to A. Boettger
re same; correspondence with A. Boettger re: contractor payments.

2.0

6-Nov-20

Adam Boettger

Attend at Company’s location; meeting with asphalt repair vendor to
perform walkthrough of parking lot; arrange with staff to close
parking lot during time of asphalt repair; call neighbor business and
advise parking lot is expected to be closed (as visitors frequently use
the Company’s parking lot); walkthrough of property with prospective
property manager, including roof and parkade; call with alarm
company to arrange for change of codes; review terms of burglar
alarm monitoring and identify terms for further negotiation; Meeting
with alarm company technician to change codes; arrange for new
alarm codes to be communicated to applicable individuals; team
status discussion; meeting with event organizers to obtain proof of
insurance and answer questions; Discussion with M. Marchand on
amending terms of contract with security guard contractor; send
account information for vendors to D. Zheng so these vendors can be
contacted and advised of receivership in order to ensure continued
services; investigate solar panels on roof and trace to solar
lease/contract located in the Company’s books and records; research
potential vendors with control of Company’s website domain and
social media accounts; send employees copy of termination letter for
their records as well as copies of term and task letters for their
review.

8.0

6-Nov-20

Clark Lonergan

Update correspondence to the Bank; update call with the BDO team;
update re: Touchstone with counsel; insurance follow up, etc.

3.25

6-Nov-20

Doris Zheng

Calls and correspondence re: property management services; BCAs;
pothole repairs; CRA accounts; conference call with BDO team;
populate weekly cash flow; contact key suppliers; correspondence
with the Bank.

5.1
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6-Nov-20

Matthew Marchand

Make inquires for snow removal, boiler repair and fire safety
inspection; correspondence with contractor re: mechanical site visits;
correspondence with C. Lonergan re: updates; correspondence with
A. Boettger re: security agreement, building maintenance and public
website; review email and attachment from D. Zheng re: rent roll,
rent relief, missing leases and lease discrepancies; teleconference
with BDO team re: updates, issues and next steps; review email
correspondence re: communication with Touchstone; review email
from T; correspondence with T. Hogan re same; correspondence with
H. Baldawi re security service agreement; review correspondence re:
insurance.

4.1

7-Nov-20

Adam Boettger

Address issue of former staff on-site and causing disturbance at
weekend event at Company’s location; calls with event organizer and
on-site contractors to discuss issues; make notes concerning former
employees email to the Receiver claiming damages.

1.0

8-Nov-20

Adam Boettger

Review template invoices to provide to contractors; modify template
invoices to provide to contractors; prepare document for contractors
regarding sales taxes applicable on invoices; upload copy of system
backup to network; prepare deposit of rent cheque; record notes on
dealings with tenants and areas for follow-up.

1.7

9-Nov-20

Adam Boettger

Respond to tenant inquiries on rent and ongoing operations; contact
tenants’ head office to inquire on receipt of Receiver’s tenant letter;
discussion of parking lot repairs on-site and potential increase of
scope; discussion of providing access keys to local contact; send
template invoices and assertion on sale taxes to employees for
consideration; contact solar energy tenant; determine strategy for
follow-up with tenants administered by a head office and provide
instructions to D. Zheng; circulate draft response to legal counsel and
team regarding response to email from former employee.

4.5

9-Nov-20

Clark Lonergan

Update with BDO team re: contactor correspondence, building
manager update; insurance update, etc.

0.75

9-Nov-20

Doris Zheng

Calls and correspondence with key suppliers; contact city re: snow
removal; calls with A. Boettger; calls re: proposals; calls with M.
Berinpalingam re WEPPA; cross-reference tenant listing to returned
mail; update rent roll; correspondence re: Entegrus accounts.

2.9

9-Nov-20

Matthew Marchand

Review email from A. Boettger re: former employee; review email
from former employee re: punitive damage claim; review email from
T. Hogan re: same; review attachment re: contractors letter;
correspondence with A. Boettger re: correspondence with tenants,
events, contractors and property maintenance, books and records and
related matters; review correspondence re: status of funding;
matters related to re: fire inspection quotes; review correspondence
from Kone's legal counsel; correspondence with asphalt repair
company; correspondence with C. Lonergan re: updates; prepare
receiver's certificate; correspondence with D. Zheng re: returned
tenant notices and related matters.

4.0
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10-Nov-20

Adam Boettger

Attend at Company’s location; phone call with solar energy tenant
regarding lease and asset ownership; send notice of receivership and
direction for monthly rent changes to tenant’s finance department;
follow-up with tenant’s head office regarding notice of receivership
and transition of monthly rent payments; walkthrough of vacant units
as well as take photographs of same; phone call with tenant legal
counsel on outstanding rent and rent reduction; meeting with repair
company to review asphalt repairs; phone call with legal counsel
regarding various legal issues; discussion with contractors to provide
instructions for invoicing and to answer questions; Meeting with
tenant to request lease document and proof of rent payment.

7.0

10-Nov-20

Clark Lonergan

Discussion with BDO team and Counsel re: Touchstone, lease
documents, etc.; review of Pinchin agreement; employee update,
etc.

2.15

10-Nov-20

Doris Zheng

Contact head offices; correspondence re: mail returns and review
addresses; calls and correspondence re: building condition
assessment; calls and correspondence re: property management
services; calls with municipality re: snow removal; calls with BDO
team re: tasks and progress; correspondence re: utilities.

4.9

10-Nov-20

Matthew Marchand

Correspondence with BNS re: wire instructions; draft email to T.
Hogan re: issues to address; correspondence with C. Lonergan re:
status of insurance; correspondence with insurance provider;
correspondence with fire system inspection contractor; make inquires
re snow removal and boiler repair; review email from T. Hogan re:
proposal from debtor; teleconference with T. Hogan and BDO team re
issues to be addressed; correspondence with T. Hogan re: issues
memo; correspondence with A. Boettger re updates and next steps;
review Pinchin agreement.

4.2

11-Nov-20

Adam Boettger

Attend at Company’s location; address tenant issues; contact tenant
to request lease document and access to unit; contact prior property
manager regarding pending letter regarding access to books and
records; plan for fire alarm testing; phone call with contractor to
discuss fire alarm testing; meeting with employees to collect initial
invoices; review burglary monitoring contract; call with former
employees to discuss documents to sign; provide instructions to
technicians.

5.0

11-Nov-20

Clark Lonergan

Update re: Touchstone and correspondence, update discussion re:
snow removal, lease contract update, etc.

1.15

11-Nov-20

Doris Zheng

Correspondence re: building condition assessment.

1.2

11-Nov-20

Matthew Marchand

Matters related to obtaining insurance binder and property insurance
quote; correspondence with D. Zheng re revisions to Pinchin
agreement; correspondence with Onyx Fire re scheduling inspection;
correspondence with A. Boettger re scheduling inspections, status of
unit tours, security requirements and payment of expenses; review
correspondence from T. Hogan re: correspondence to numerous
parties; matters related to snow removal quote; matters related to
engaging commercial mechanical contractor.

2.9
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12-Nov-20

Adam Boettger

Request additional guard for day with multiple contractor site visits;
Provide instructions for deposit of rent cheques; Discussion with M.
Marchand of pending event and advise organizer of Receiver’s
decision to not permit event on the premises; prepare tracking
document to record details of tenant discussions; follow-up with
tenant concerning rent cheques sent by courier; follow-up with
tenants requesting lease copy and historical payment support; followup with contractors concerning signing of term and task letters;
arrange for processing and couriering of contractor payments;
coordinate delivery of and document contractor agreements; revise
invoices submitted by contractors and send back to them for
confirmation of changes.

5.5

12-Nov-20

Clark Lonergan

Insurance follow-up; rental contract update; previous owner
discussion and discussion with counsel re: the same; discussion with
BDO team re: property management, appraisal, etc.

2.25

12-Nov-20

Doris Zheng

Correspondence re: appraisal and building condition assessment,
update calls with C. Lonergan, A. Boettger and M. Marchand, review
leases and update master tenant tracking schedule, correspondence
re: tenant information.

3.2

12-Nov-20

Matthew Marchand

Correspondence with A. Boettger re: matters related to tenants,
outstanding wages, mall events, security and general updates; review
correspondence re receipt of funding; review correspondence re: rent
collections; correspondence with C. Lonergan re: updates; review
correspondence from snow removal contractor; sign Pinchin
engagement letter; coordinate and provide direction to team re:
banking, deposits and expense cheques; correspondence with T.
Hogan re receiver's website; review revised security agreement and
draft email correspondence.

2.4

13-Nov-20

Adam Boettger

Phone call and follow-up to tenant head offices, including obtaining
head office details from store managers, in an attempt to establish
contact with tenants’ finance departments; address property damage
incident at premises and arrange repair; discussion with contractors
regarding late payments; reply to head office communication
regarding historical rent.

4.0

13-Nov-20

Clark Lonergan

Follow up with insurance; Touchstone correspondence review;
tenants update; project management update, discussion with BDO
team and the Bank re: the same.

2.65

13-Nov-20

Doris Zheng

Calls with C. Lonergan and A. Boettger; review lease agreements and
update master schedule; contact head offices; calls and
correspondence re: property management proposal; calls and
correspondence with key suppliers, prepare cheque requisitions,
prepare payroll schedule, review and summarize tenant payment
schedule.

3.4

13-Nov-20

Matthew Marchand

Review email correspondence re: rental cheque, insurance, debtor
bank account, receipt of funds and related matters; correspondence
with A. Boettger re: property repairs.

0.5
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16-Nov-20

Adam Boettger

Follow-up with security concerning fire on premises; follow-up with
overnight security regarding fire on premises; arrange and schedule
repair quotes of heating unit damaged by fire; call and coordinate the
adding of locks to parkade staircase; review of historical payments
provided by tenant, send further inquiries and review responses;
coordinate delivery of contractor cheques to site; follow-up with
contractor for invoice on hours of service; provide instructions on
amendments to burglary monitoring service agreement; team status
call to transfer tasks; contact tenant regarding obtaining copy of key
for unit; contact former general manager regarding weekly activity
taking place at mall; Review and approve cheques requisitions
prepared by junior staff; confirm receipt of rent payments from
tenants; upload contact effort notes to master tenant tracker.

7.5

16-Nov-20

Clark Lonergan

Finalizing property insurance; banking update; cash flow review;
review of Touchstone correspondence; conference call with Goodlife
re: rents paid to date, garnishments, reviews of garnishment and solar
panel contract review with the BDO team; discussion with the Bank
re: the same, etc.

4.35

16-Nov-20

Doris Zheng

Calls with tenant contacts; call with BDO team; call with Colliers re:
appraisal; prepare cheque requisitions; update weekly cash flow;
calls with C. Lonergan; review lease agreements; revise and update
rent roll and tenant listing; correspondence with Paragon Property
Management; follow-up with suppliers.

4.8

16-Nov-20

Matthew Marchand

Review correspondence from A. Boettger re contractor hours and rent
collections; correspondence with contractor re boiler repair;
summarize snow removal quotes and correspondence with C.
Lonergan re: same; correspondence with A. Boettger re: fire on
premises and related matters; review email and attachment from A.
Boettger re: status of tenant correspondence; review email and
attachment from D. Zheng re: rent roll summary; review email and
attachment from A. Boettger re: letter from Touchstone;
teleconference with BDO team re: updates, issues and next steps;
review email and attachments from security contractor re: G4S
insurance; correspondence with snow contractor.

2.0

17-Nov-20

Adam Boettger

Assemble contact information for pending property manager; phone
call with legal counsel to discuss former Receiver and sales approach;
review tenant lease and additional documentation signed by former
owner; coordinate quote from mechanic to repair roof heating unit
which was damaged by fire; phone call with community group
regarding weekly event at location; contact with landlord to discuss
changes to rent recipient; follow-up with tenants to requests leases
and proof of historical payments; contact tenants to advise them to
cancel post-dated cheques issued to the former Receiver; contact CRA
regarding opening new HST account for Receiver’s activities.

5.5

17-Nov-20

Clark Lonergan

Finalize property insurance, banking update, cash flow review,
property management agreement review, call with Counsel re: next
steps regarding the first receivers report and potential sales process,
stalking horse discussion, etc.

5.15
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17-Nov-20

Doris Zheng

Call with Entegrus; correspondence re: property management
services, call and correspondence with suppliers, update weekly cash
flow

1.7

17-Nov-20

Matthew Marchand

Correspondence with snow removal contractor; correspondence with
contractor re: boiler repair and quote; correspondence with A.
Boettger re: property maintenance and repairs.

0.7

18-Nov-20

Adam Boettger

Review snow maintenance contract, provide comments and send
inquiries to vendor; sign, amend and send burglar monitoring
agreement to vendor; review and update draft cash flow projection;
respond to inquiries from tenant; discussion with contractor regarding
repairs to heating unit.

5.7

18-Nov-20

Clark Lonergan

Drafting the Receiver's First Report, finalizing the snow removal;
property management agreements, discussion with Counsel re:
Touchstone letter, etc.

4.25

18-Nov-20

Doris Zheng

Calls and correspondence re: property management proposal, review
utility account details, review service contracts, revise weekly cash
flow.

2.4

18-Nov-20

Matthew Marchand

Review email and attachment from snow removal contractor;
correspondence with A. Boettger re same.

0.3

19-Nov-20

Adam Boettger

Review and accept snow maintenance contact; review of leasing and
payment information provided by tenants; Summarize rent reduction
information provided to Receiver as at current date; updated draft
cash flow projection; prepare draft projection of profit and loss;
Phone call with tenant; compile information requests for new
property manager; identify items for discussion with new property
manager; draft letter to tenants introducing new property manager;
prepare employee contact list; prepare tenant contact list.

5.7

19-Nov-20

Clark Lonergan

Discussion with potential purchaser; review of the Touchstone letter;
insurance update and finalizing the finance contract re: the same,
R&D updates, etc.

2.25

20-Nov-20

Adam Boettger

Arrange cancellation of security services; return signed copy of snow
removal invoices; follow-up with staff concerning invoices due next
week; update projected statement of profit loss and cash flow
projection; draft, discuss and send email report providing update on
the Receiver’s activities to date.

4.0

20-Nov-20

Clark Lonergan

Drafting Court report, update on tenants, Touchstone discussion with
Counsel and update for the Bank and Counsels, etc.

4.25

20-Nov-20

Doris Zheng

Calls and correspondence re: TSSA licensing, property management
and HST.

0.4

23-Nov-20

Adam Boettger

Arrange for processing and mailing of contractor cheques; follow-up
on window repair; phone call to CMHC and CRA regarding tracking
rent subsidy application and payments; follow-up with vendor
regarding bills for burglar monitoring; provide information to tenant

8.3
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to process rent payment; contact tenants regarding outstanding
information and to obtain Head Office contact; contract tenants’
Head Offices regarding outstanding lease information and confirming
payee for ongoing rent; review tenant lease and amount of monthly
rental payments; arrange for upload of documents to client portal;
respond to contractor inquiries; review and respond to alleged former
employee regarding employment status; finalize letter to tenants
concerning appointment of property manager by the Receiver; phone
call with property manager to discuss current status, issues and items
for follow-up; notify fitness class that they will not be permitted to
continue classes at the Premises; draft summary of issues discussed
with property manager including requested information.
2.25

23-Nov-20

Clark Lonergan

Touchstone insurance correspondence review, tenant lease review
and update, WSIB review, correspondence with potential purchaser,
insurance update re: solar panels, property manager update, etc.

23-Nov-20

Doris Zheng

Correspondence with A. Boettger; upload documents to portal.

0.3

23-Nov-20

Matthew Marchand

Correspondence with A. Boettger re matters related to snow removal,
boiler repairs, WSIB and fire alarm monitoring; review email and
attachment from contractor re boiler repair issues.

0.4

24-Nov-20

Adam Boettger

Send note to insurance broker concerning solar panels; finalize and
send summary of issues discussed with property manager including
requested information; phone call with WSIB to discuss opening of
new account; draft and send letter to WSIB concerning opening of a
new account; organize and approve the preparation of cheques
requisitions for suppliers/contractors; contact contractor concerning
repairs to former Sears boiler; provide property manager update on
ongoing discussions concerning Sears boiler repairs; provide
contractor information on former Sears boiler and schedule
contractor appointment; phone call to tenant to request lease
information; review lease provided by tenant, with specific focus to
mass vacancy clause; complete form required by TSSA regarding new
property management.

6.2

24-Nov-20

Clark Lonergan

Review of Bank security review, maintenance update (boiler, etc.),
property management update, etc.

1.35

24-Nov-20

Doris Zheng

Correspondence re: TSSA and lease documents; upload documents to
portal.

0.8

25-Nov-20

Adam Boettger

Prepare tracking list of premises keys; coordinate delivery of premises
keys to property manager; follow-up with property; confirm
employment details with former employees; discussion of former
tenant about arrears rents owing; follow-up with tenants concerning
acquiring copies of leases; provide direction to property manager
concerning tenant issues; discussion with tenant regarding support for
enacting terms of lease allowing modified rent payments; contact
supplier regarding setting-up ongoing account; discussion with
property manager regarding freight elevator repairs; respond to
vendor inquiries regarding emergency contact information; discussion
with vendor concerning pre-receivership invoices outstanding; send

7.0
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email to legal counsel on potential issue regarding pre-receivership
invoices and prior party in possession of property.
25-Nov-20

Clark Lonergan

Discussion with municipality of Chatham representatives; review
Touchstone’s documentation; appraisal and property assessment
update, etc.

3.5

26-Nov-20

Adam Boettger

Contact creditor involved in small claims disputes with Company to
advise of receivership; draft First Receiver’s Report to the Court;
review of forwarded mail; discussion with property manager about
tenant requesting revised payment terms; follow-up with tenants on
the payment of rent and providing required information; contact
property manager with questions regarding government rental subsidy
program; review list of utility accounts prepared by junior and utility
provider and match to tenant listing; prepare tracking document
including unit listing, rent collection tracking, tenant contract
tracking, utilities tracking, lease details and initial contact effort of
the Receiver; prepare tracking list of interested parties for sale
process.

7.8

26-Nov-20

Clark Lonergan

Tenant update re: payments and rent negotiations; counsel update
re: connection with potential purchasers, etc.

1.35

26-Nov-20

Doris Zheng

Correspondence re: TSSA and Entegrus accounts.

0.3

27-Nov-20

Adam Boettger

Review equipment licensing requirements; discussion with tenants
and supplier on payment of utilities; discussion with creditor
regarding alleged rented equipment; provide instructions to property
manager regarding remittance of monthly rent receipts; send notice
to legal counsel on tenants claims of account credit and non-payment
of credit: communication with property manager on operating issues;
follow-up with tenant on rental payments; review quote for repair of
boiler and heating of former Sears space; discussion with insurer
regarding options for repairing pre-receivership damage to premises;
contact creditor to request copies of service contracts for further
review.

5.5

27-Nov-20

Clark Lonergan

Review of CNW Leasing documents, appraisal update call, tenant
lease review and update re: the same with the BDO team, etc.

1.75

27-Nov-20

Doris Zheng

Correspondence re: CRA and utility accounts, update utility account
spreadsheet.

0.8

30-Nov-20

Adam Boettger

Provide instructions to technicians on utilities invoices;
communication with property manager concerning December 2020
rent cheques and copies of outstanding leases.

0.3

30-Nov-20

Clark Lonergan

Banking, disbursements, tenant update and discussion with the Bank
re: the same, etc.

1.0

30-Nov-20

Doris Zheng

Correspondence and review of Entegrus account details.

0.4
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BDO CANADA LIMITED
IN ITS CAPACITY AS COURT APPOINTED RECEIVER OF 1854313 ONTARIO LIMITED
TIME SUMMARY
For the period ended November 30, 2020
Personnel
Role
Overall responsibility for the mandate
Clark Lonergan
Matthew Marchand Senior management responsibility for the mandate, including attendance at the Company
Day-to-day management of the mandate, including attendance at the Company
Adam Boettger
Day-to-day operations of the Company
Doris Zheng
Various Admin. Staff Banking/payment processing/cash management functions/mailings, etc.
Subtotal - Fees
Less: Courtesy Discount
Total - Fees
Avg. fee per hour

Out-of-pocket disbursements
Travel/Mileage/Hotels/Meals
Other (PPSA searches, postage, redirection of mail, etc.)
Subtotal - Disbursements
Total Fees and Disbursements

Rate ($)
$ 595.00
$ 525.00
$ 450.00
$ 375.00
$ 175.00

Hours
79.25
68.70
142.30
68.10
22.80
381.15

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Amount ($)
47,153.75
36,067.50
64,035.00
25,537.50
3,990.00
176,783.75
(25,000.00)
151,783.75

$

398.23

$
$
$
$

1,802.91
645.74
2,448.65
154,232.40

* amounts noted above exlude HST
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v.
Respondent

Court File No. CV-20-00650239-00CL

Lawyers for the Receiver,
BDO Canada Limited

Tel : (519) 661-6725
Fax: (519) 667-3362
Email: thogan@harrisonpensa.com

Timothy C. Hogan (LSO #36553S)

HARRISON PENSA LLP
Barristers & Solicitors
450 Talbot Street
London, Ontario N6A 5J6

FIRST REPORT OF THE RECEIVER

PROCEEDING COMMENCED AT TORONTO

COMMERCIAL LIST

ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE

1854313 ONTARIO LIMITED

